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FOREWORD

Popular and professional interestin childre's learning problems

has never been more intense. The Fourth Annual Seminar in Special Education of

the Fred and Eleanor Schonell Educationk Research Centre, held at the

University of Queensland injlay, 1973, bore witness to this widesptead concern.

Registrations were .almost double 'those of previous seminary. The Seminar

followed upon the attendance of more than 800 at the inaugural Sir Fred Schonell

MLmorial lecture in April by Professor Samuel A. Kirk. The needs of exceptional

chlIdrenand solutions t1 the problems of helking these children are undergoing

critical appraisal in Queensland at the present time.

The importance of thedissemination of information which will aid

in the identification of hildren's learning dif,:iculties can be gauged by..the

recommendations of the Senate Standing Committees On Handicapped Persona and

also, Teacher Edudation. If implemented, these recommendations will require

considerable numbers of trained teachers and related professionals.
\ #

1%.

PaperSIn this seminar were presented by teaching staff of

University of Queensland, by teachers-and administrators concerned w4t1

,education,' and by workers in related professions.

special.,
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CHAPTER 1

SOME WORLD TRENDS IN THE DIAGNOSIS AND TREATMENT OF ,

CHILDREN WITH LEARNING PROBLEMS

R.G. Cochrane

`''(Fred and Eleanor Schonell Educational Reseal 'Centre)

This grand title :ZO:*, covers the whole world. Actually, it
covets. only a small portion of the English speal,ing world recently visited.
Australia, though seized with the, importance of learning disability, gets
perhaps expectably'the most superficial treatment.

Australian educatiOrial authorities doreolise the importance of the
field of learning disability: so do parents. SPELD in Queensland and other
states, is very lively, and SPELD in 0,uensland has recently given the
Univelsity of Queensland $20,000 which haS made possible the appointment of a
professor of special education who will direct the Fred and Eleanor Schonell
Educatilbnal Research Centre, The Centre staff hopes for further increases in
staff:and equipment so that more.comprebensive and c ncentrated research can he
initated. It would be very satisfactory if we coul have, for example, a
rest ich professoeand staff whose activities were 1- ited to research. This
is u t to deny the need for the traditional c ical xaminations, treatment,
te4ing, and research activities of a University artment. The- Schbnell.

CentTe,also needs increased clinical manpower. Inc dentally, the. late Sir Fred
would have been delighted with seminars concerning learning disabilities.
Throughout Australia, there are c ny other professional bodies, interested in
the problem of learning disability., 1

However, one must not be misled Lnto.the belief that becatise no nominal
body, professional or community,- exi-ts, work is not done 'in. this field. One
,Canadian, deputy director of a-city school system spoke bitterly about a very
`Well-known,voluntary organization. Iliscity's provisions for -the learning
disabled, however, were excellent. Also, his department employed five
psychiatrists, seventy psychologists, and' sixty social workers, in addition to
educationaLspecialists, paediatricians, and people from other disciplines.

.

Id the United States, the community movement,is strong. There are
such bodies as the Californian Association for NeurologicallytHandicapped
Children, (CANHC) whose latest bUlletin has an article advocating a change in
direction of drive by the CANHC-ACLD combination from 'the academic .area towards
the social area, as SLD children have more /difficulties in the former. The
Association for Children with Learning DisabiEities (ACLD), with aver 20,000 "
parents, has international affiliations. Also with international affiliations
is the Council for Exceptional. Children (CEC) for whom learning disability is

one of the specialties.
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) The,Ass9ciation for Children with Learning Disabilities heid their 10th
Interriational Conference at Detroit, Michigan'on March 14th to 17th', 1973. A

'look at the agenda gives sale idea of the deliberationS 4d emphasises the
ramifications 'of =the - .treatment of learning disability.

Firstly, a press lease states that the confererice.concerned children
itith"specificlearning disabilities of a'perceptual, ccrnceptull or co-ordinative
,'neture".1 Then, like many American conferences, there. were pre-conference
specialist seminars. fA listing of some of, the topics and their disciplines
indicates some of their preoccupations: ti

MEDICAL Causes.
P

Neurochemical changes
Pathology-/

4 'Child Developmental Diagnosis
avioural'Aspects
ical Treatment

The Influence of Medical Information
on Educational Techniques

la
4

PSYCHOLOGY Roles
Dimerisi9ns of Early Learning
Diagnosis
The Relationshiri between Theoretical

and Practical IsSues

EYE AND VISUAL How We See
Visual Perceptive Deficits
Edueational Efficiency of Optometric

Training 1
Ophthalmologlcal Terms

ELEMENTARY TEACHING The Mojave Project
Maths\Manipulatives andther subjects r.

DIAGNOSIS Do Visual g9tor Tests Measure Visual
Perception?

Assessment Using the Teacher
,4,40

MINORITY AND URBAN Problems in an Urban Program .

To Fund or not to Fuie?
Materials, People and. the "Open Clock"

Room
In Teacher Training, Whb's Teaching

What to Whom?

PARENTS, VOLUNTEERS,
FAMILY, COMMUNITY

Child Guidance Clinics
Community Public Relations

4

PRE-SCHOOL Planning on a State-yide Basis

1. ACLD News Release Detroit, March 1, 1973.
ry



SECONDARY TEACHING

3

The Expefience Centre
, Learning Disability and the Adolescent

Child

I 41,

. These sectionalised topics interest particular groups. As well as
4

these, other conference topids included strategies, training, theories;
projects, screening, disability in secondary school, social aspects, video-
tape feedback for development of-self-image through .psychodrama, and role
playing, labelling, perceptual motor-activity, recreation, multidisciplinary
activity, reason for teaching reading, programming`, concept formation,
ethnology; parents, tutoring, individual difference, language development,
organization, techniques, materials, memory, grou-p-training,,regular class
treatment, tirescriptive teaching, resource personnel snd rooms, computer
assisted diagnosis,- innovative prograMmes, corrective reading', behavioural
analysis, articulation-sognitive style; hyper-kin'esis, genetics, modalities, -
`task analysis, decision making, volunteers, delinquency,'the alphabet, research,
decoding; the multi-sensory approach, emotional disturbance, outdoor,education,..
visual educations style; error analysis, summer camps, laboratoriep - and
even Yoga!

.

Some readers may recognise all of the above although they may be
wearing slightly jargonised hats, but one tilust admit the comprehensive nature
of the coverage of very heterogeneous group.

Definition

And how many of this heterogeneous group of .children are there? 'Without
precise definition'it is. impossible to say. One 1968.def' ition by the National
Advisory Committee to the Bureau of Education for the Hand apped, Office of
Education, is w

"Children,with special learning disabilities exhibit a disorder in one.
or more of the 'basic psychological processes involved in understanding
or in using spoken or written language., These maybe manifested in
disorders of listening,-thinking, talking, reading, writing, spelling,
or arithmetic. They include conditions wIlich have been referred to as
perceptual handicap4, brain injury, minimal brain dysfunction, dyslexia,
developmental aphasia, etc. They do\not include learning problems
which are due primarily to visual, he'aring, or motor handicaps, to
mental xetardation, emotional disturbance or to environmental
deprivation."

(Rammill and Bartel, 1971,p..6)
A,

It will be noted that this definition emphasises the basic psychological
processes involved 'in language. It covers the basic school subjecti as well as
listening; thinking and talking. It includes perceptual handicap, brain injury,
brain dysfunction, developmental aphasia, dyslexia, etc.; and excludes learning '

problems due primarily to sensory dr motor handicaps, aental retardation,,
emotional handicap or environmental deprivation.
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Another definition permits the inclusion of emotional Or behavioural
disturbance as caul s. 'Still another insists on association with deViations of
function of the,centural Nervous system. .itnother merely Permits"the inclusion of
neurologically related conditions, and still another speaks of a general
discrepancy between actual and expected achievement.

.

1f:3:Jefla.2

,While there is this variability of definition, there is, of course,
variability 4f estimate of incidence. The Bureau of Edu.cation for the Handi-
capped in the USA estimates Slightly more than 10 per cent of atypical children
in all categories of handicap with one per cent having learning disaja.ilities
(Kirk; 1972, p.24). TheACLD estimates thac: "approximately seven per cent of
all scha.pl-age'children(ip the country have a severe enough leathing disability
to require special atten'tioli". Professor Dirk (Kass, 1970) notes "that the
National Advisory Committee for Handicapped Children...has state* that specific
learning disabilities in federal legislation constitute.the hart--core group and
consist of about 1 - 3% of the school population ". p.109. The Californj.
Education Code, sec. 6752 and 6755 states,

.,
"School districts operating programs for educationally handi-
capped minors may not enrol at any given time more than 2 per

( cent of the school district enrolment in such programs."2

It seems that an estimate of two per cent hard-core might be a reasonable
estimate of children with learning disabilities.' However, if the deeee of
learning disability is graphically plotted against numbers of children, then
you can draw the line where you like and thus get Whatever incidence you are

titafter.

Li

The Schonell Centre is not so much concerned with incidence as with
characteristics at4d remediation. An Australian Research Grants Committee

. .

project in 1972 endeavoured to find out how both succeeding and failing children.
perform in many situations. Not all the commonly held beliefs about children
with reading disability are being upheld. Other Australian universities, state
departments, colleges of advanced education and teachers' _colleges are carrying
out projects. There is a need for the collation of indings.' Is hoped, too,,

that research accepts Kirk's recommendations concerning the questions to be.
asked:

VIe have spegt too much time trying to answeibthe ,questionn
,s the child mentally retarded, or is he dyslexic, or is his
brain injured or auEistic? It is-mote advantageous to ask
what the child's abilities and disabilities are so that we
can organise an appropriate instructional program for him.

(Kirk, 1973)

2. Department of Health, Education and itielfare, Public.Health Service, N &
SDCP Monograph. Minimal Brain Dysfunction in Children, 1966, p.47.
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Bodies vitally concerned, those mentioned before, Tlus the Special Schools
Association, the Queensland Remedial Teachers' Association, and, particularly
notable for its publication's, the Victorian Remedial TeacherS'.AssoCiation will
do well to follow Kirk's advice.

The Queensland Education Department's provision,pf remedial teachers
groWs each year and a Remedial Teachers' Course has been established at the'
Mt: Gravatt Teachers' College'. Remedial teachers in the State Department now
number over forty.

. .

John McLeod and Jonathan Anderson, both previously withthe SchoneX
Centre,, have published widely on. readability, informatiOnfitransmission, the,
close procedure and Correlates of reading disability.

5Le IC.ngclom

iL
Switching for a moment to the UK field, one of Her Majesty's Inspectors

once. said-that 'England did not have many outstanding provisions for atypicality,
blit had a pretty adequate coverage most types of children. One of thell

''.. impressive things about the UK scene is its flexibility%of provision. For
6xample, a2Local'Education'Authdrity (LEA) may not have a particular facility,.,
but 9 neighbouring LEA does, so suitable arrangements are made. Or no LEA
may pave this facility, but there is a suitable private institution. It is'
quite likely that the LEA will.pay the requisite fees. .

Labels are often not very much in favour, in the United Kingdom. A

British Government report (1972) warned:

"Unless a 'specific developmental yslexia' group could
positively and Very precisely differentiat'ed, there is a
-danger that. attention would focus on the group assessed as

`. 'dyslexic' to the disadvantage of those with perhaps equally
severe difficulties but'who happened not to be so assessed."

(p.3) -

'The report' from wpch the above was taken goes on to say that the term
"dysleXia" has been used so loosely an misleading y, that the Committee
thought it better to use the tern "specific readin difficulties".

The Inne 'r London Education Authority eduates nearly a half-million
pupils. There are some "remedial schools", but there are nominally no classes
for specific learning disability. This is because there is considerable'
uncertainty about the term. One may find, however, many schools and centres
where adequate provision is made for learning disability.

One remedial centre (Kirkdale at heytonstone) appeared to have just
about the complete community unit in the one building: family planning,

' marriage guidance, medical research, a sociological unit, a child 'and famil)T
,psychiatric service,- the school psychological service and the "tutotial unit"
i(the remedial centre), serving one-third of the Borough of Waltham. The

tutorial unit was being moved to'the centre for the teaching of English to
immigrants. .It was, howeVer, to,b.,t, called a Learning Disability Centre.
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A feature of th9einner London Education Authority (ILEA) is its 1,100 to 1,200
courses for Teachers each'year,

Two people working in New York who-exemplifya treatment dichotomy are
,Lfiyan Ruderman, Cd6rdinator of, Learning Disabilities.Program, ikerbert H.
Lehman College, City Universyy. of New York, and S. Alan Cohen, Associate'
Professor at.Yeshiva, but....spending most of his time as Xrector of Random. House
Educational SyStemsDiVision. Dr. Ruderman has been very Comprehensively
trained, was helping with the restandardization of the WechSler Scale for
Children (WISC); adopted a whole family_ approach in clinical situations a4,1
also was participating in a narcotics visiting programme. She said that New
York State"had rot' yet accepted the classification of Specific Le4rning
Disability (34.1)).. .Connecticut tecogni;sed, the "neurologically-impaired". New
Jersey had accepted SLD. As could be expected Ruderman has a very global,
interdisciplinary approach, and the,child's. "significant others" are involved
in'the treatment.

On the other hand, Cohen would call himself a "no-nonsense" educational
systems engineet. He states ,that,estimates of skills underlying reading range

wfrom about 500 to 18,000. Cohen orkawith 475 ob)ectives. His Division
enters into contracts with educatrional authorities. 'At the time of my visit he
had 300 "installations' with educational authorities and claimed 85 per cent
success. At the same time he had 57 centres for Chicano migrant workers.

Apart from thecontractu'al nature of operations of this Division, the
chief factors involve goal analysis, problem'solving, defining objectives,
observation of the laws: of learning, internal reinforcempnt through instant
feedback, and programming involving very small bits of learning. The o_,cedure
is for himself plus anotHer couple of staff to visit a school toMake the
"installation ". Cohen.claima that, in three days, the staff can be made
capable of administering the system,-and that one teacher cdnlook after thirty
children: He prefers ordinary class teachers to remedial teachers, as he says
that the latter often have too rigid an approach: He concentrates on decoding,
and the system doesn't cover spelling or composition. Doubtless systems for.
these will be developed;.in future. He regards the ITPA merely as another
labelling device. All of this doesmnot reduce the tremendous amount, of work he
has done in the community, but his view now is pretty.severely. behaviourist.

Another instance'of a Systems contracting unit ifs Engelmann and Becker

Inc. in 'Eugene, Oregon. Like Cohen, these people are emphatic behaviourists',
but unlike him they do not bother listing the objectives. They Maintain that
this sort of thing becomes more substantial than the programme itself. In front:
of the relevant section of the University of Oregon at Eugene is a great sign,
HEADSTART FOLLOW THROUGH PROGRAMME ENGELMANN BECKER MODEL.
Despite the blurb, their scheme.is legitimate, and education authorities pro-
vide up to($500 per child for their programme., (There was a notice in a.
University lift that the.DISTAR programme,had been cancelled for that summer.
Whether this indicated a decline in popularity,. or Increased preoccupation with
Engelmann Becker Inc., is unknOwn.)

,\

Lest Cohen'be considered a mere mercenary opportunist, it must be noted
that he has)done much goo&work with New York's urban. minorities, and he has a

,



tremendously practical approach. In a, paper entitled :!ihimal Brain Dysfunct:I:on_-'

Pmetc,:fa. !.!titters SUCq! 118 Teac:hin Kiris t Pead(Cohen, 1972.) , he lists
five conclusions:

(1) Labels are useless.

(2) Behaviours, not constructs, are real:
.

(3) The aetiology of a child's learning prob lem is usually irrelevant to
teaching.him r, read.

Laws of 1.,arning are more effective than theories of development. .

(5) Thee-ies are not designed foriellpicians.

1

O.
Some of`Co4en's 4'75 objectives- under the main headings of Word Study,

Vocabulary, Comprehension, and Work Study Skills, are under headings quite
familiar to the temedial eacher: auditorl discrimination, alphabet knowledge,
visual discrimi'Fia ion, lcoding, sight words, beginning consonants, beginning
blends, beginn g digraphs, ending consonanta, ending blends, medial consonants,
position of consonants, final.-le, long-and short vowels, c., etc.
Vocabulary tasks include: compound 'words, 'contractions,, pref,?Xes, suffixes,
roots and affixes, possessives, hoMonyills,rantonyms, etc; Comprehension
includes: context clues, basic comprehension, details, main ideas, inferences,
cause and effect, etc. Work/study'skill's include: learning centre pitocedures,,
following directions, listening, oral reading, rate of reading, dictionary
skills, reference skills and so on. This High Intensit Learning SyStem
involves over 75 varieties of materials drawn from over 30 different publis13-ers -
expensive for the schoolsiliut by -n6 means monopolistic for Random House.

.:_ 4

. ,
.

. .

Whereas-Cohen, Engelmann and Becker might be called aggressive behaviour-
ists, Hvett andKeogh at the University 6f,California, Los Angeles Branch
(UCLA) could be(c?scribed as non - aggressive behOiourists. Their main Contern
is ekracting wh'at Ls-good from.all forms of specia4st,teaching, so that some 2

comprehensive suggestiohScan be made. They are finding titat so Mtch,of what
they extract just, comes under the heading of "good -teaching". i

; 4

In Hewitt's remedial teaching, ant, , despite professorial st atus, he still
doe's some, he speaks of some Of the divisions,in beaching as "molecular

.

phantasy", ar.:' believes in "teaching a child to' read". 'He believes in a very
pragmatic sore of motivation in the remedial process: "If the fhild is doing
happily what he (Hewitt) wants hiM to do, then that child is motivated and will
probably cure himself." He also .is a great believer in the child' -s kself-
concept" but objects to "walloWing in children's psycheS. You muscAg, with
what you have 'H Barbara Keogh very .,ably assists Hewett,'a.nd adoptVa learning-
task orientation. Keogh found tip' Bender- Gestalt to he a, useful prelictor of
school achievement in the upper primary grades. She would agree that only the
most severely affected children should be classified a's having a learning
deficit. Withothets, a mere change in situation, e.g. a differeneteacher,
a. different instructional strategy, dfffe'rent 'Content,' or change in reinforcrs,
may r eV dy. matters. According to her "Most school psychologists' Je..ports are.
chroni es of'disaster". "Lost in the'diagnosis is consideration of what the
child can do:" Teachers need to 'know what the child can do as well.Ss what he
can't do: Then there is some ehance of remedying deficiencies. .

r

r
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When Professor Samuel K irk moved from Urbana to. Tucson, Arizona, ,the
latter city started Co become acentre for the study of learning disability, and
in the University of Arizonas Department of Special' Eatication-there is a
Leadership Training Institute in Learning Disability, which has priduced a very
informative report on.how to Attempt solutions to the problem. Over'90 US
leaders participatedCorrine Cass being director. A-late mover to Tucson has
been'James Chalfant, originally from Urban:. Chalfant follows an acceptable
proedure; product analysis, then prOcedural-analysis, then process analysis,
thenpsychological alysis. Kirk would not necessarily agree with this order.

IllrPrfessor-Dale Brya , recently returned to Columbia TeachersCollege, assisted
with a Summary of the present-state of knot4ledge of learning disability for the
US federal government. '.

8

,
: Ary account, po matter how.fragmented, about developments in tHe USA,
-'1411ust to:ntion the three task-force monographs peoduted fat the Federal Govern-

,

..mnt'- They are ailittle old now, but Present as-balanced a treatment as is
N

.avpilable.(Clements*, 1966, 1969; Chalfant and'Sheffe;lin, 1969).

. :
far this paper has been rather a ramble through isolated situations

baud rePo :endations, and not much of a disquisition on- "World trends in the
diagnosis and treatment of children, with learning problems". Some of the"
trends, however, canbe detected.

First there is a world-wide trend towards retaining childrlen in.the
ordinary class-roOm:integration rather than segregation; This, of''-course,

'presupposes adequate resource personnel'and material, the use of teacher-ides,
in-serVice, training of teachers, and more adequate pre-service training of
teachers. The Canadian'Committee of the Council for Exceptional Children-(1971)
euvisages teacher training at 3 levels:

(1) basic-orientation for all teachers with recognition of exceptional children
and an orientation to diagnostic teaching;

'(2) pYeparation of generalists in the education o.f exceptional children, these
generalists acting as master diagnostic teachers and'consultants to regular

' classroom" teachers; and

.,(3) "specialization in area of exceptionality and participation in the inter-
disciplinary team;

Second, is the insistence on bel;pvidural analysis, both of what teachers
and children .do. This is time-consuming and expensive, but is about the only
way in, which objective judgment can be exercised in ,teaching and in child
performance. -Task analysis provides objectives for teachers and necessikates
11?...sidependence on theory.

Third, /there is a healthy behavioural view, demanding objectives and
.adequate recording of base-line data., What a child can and-cannot do must be
rec'orded, and adequate procedures set up to-obviate the deficiencies. In this
connection there is a wide-spread emphasis-oncriterion-sampling. Such a
famous name as D.0 McClelland writes in the January, 1973 -issue of The
Arrican,Psyc;z0Wst on "Testing for Competence raper than for Intelligence".
.There is 'greater faith in the validity of observed behaviour thanin constructs,

and' there'isquestioning of, and an attempt to improve, teaching method,



Fourth, arid !possibly-as a backlash against extreme behaviourism, there'
is increased emphasis in most areas on what can be called. the correlates of
disability - psychological, sociological and medical.

-Fifth, testing is becoming much more functional than quantitative. It

is not very profitable for d parent to be told that his boy is two years
behind. He,knows it Or that his, ,phonic skills are weak He probably knows
that too: But', if he is told that he can do this but can't do that, and this
is the'way to fi:Z the latter, then some'real help is added.

Sixth, there is increasing acceptante of specific learning disability
as an entity,' but withoutexaggefated _estimates of incidence and without the
inclusion as criteria of very moderate conslitions.

Severith, thert.is:a'doctrine.of accountability. Although one may
object violently x6 some aspects of this, the doctrine aL least calls attention
to the fact that'vast sums cannot be paid in education without some assurance
that the money is well spent. There is some value in cost accounting'.
Teachers may be interested in a Dade Couley experientJ where some teachers
risked some capital expenditure logges co-teeming 1'74 disadvantaged pupils, but
were able to more than double reading and arithmetic gains obtained, through a
behavioural research laboratory scheme, and were able to halve, and, in one ',-

case, reduce by two-thirds, the cost of a month's gain. The teachers netted
$23,000: Not bad for a combination of professional inventiveness and
financial skill: .

t

Eighth, there,is an increase in performance contracting. Whether this
is good or bad is debatable.

.r

Ninth; there is a decrease in categorisation, and an increase in
appreciation of the properties o` the normal curve. You can draw the line any-
where you like, so that'Amguments concerning incidence are useless.

And tenth, there is ai rowing interest'in language, particularly in
linguistics. And there is probably more mature use:of Lhe language of
communications.

Eleventh, there is increasing 'Ed-operation between.parents and pro-,
fessional advisers - a nice combination for progress.

Twelfth, there is increasing emphasis on prevention, so that early
screening is becoming more popular.

Thirteenth, there is increasing emphasis on the social correlates of
learning disability, and less emphasis on the academic.

Fourteenth, the computer and inforMation and communications science are
being increasingly used, with many innovative programmes,

And finally, community sources are being increasingly used, with a
rational employment of many different skills.

3 Reported in ELL',ication il.stract-4 Research and Curriculum Branch, Queensland
Education Departmert, February 1973 (from Phi Delta Kappan, November 1972).
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CHAPTER 2

SCHOOL, PROBLEMS AND THE NEUROLOGIST

D.B. Appleton
(Clinical Supervisor, Depdrtment of Child Health,

Royal Children's Hospital, Brisbane)

Some American surveys have suggested'that as,many as twenty, percent of
school children have a problem in learning which would benefit from remedial
activities., This figure, c f course,spans the population o ppor readers, late
readers, slow readers, near-illiterates,, hopeless spellers & mirror writers,
dysgraphics, dys'phasics, poor 3peakers, In addition to thi , there are present
in many classes children with Organic conditions which, of themselves, or, as
a result of their treatment, impair a child's performance-at school. Of

particular interest here. is petit mal epilepsy which may go-completely unrecog-
nized until poor concentration, or lapses of concentration' are observed by the
school teacher.

Many of the advances in the understanding of some of these problems
have come from psychologists with the deyelopment of'special testing procedures.
Very tew physicians seem to be actively interested in these prOblems. This may
well reflect the naucity of clinical signs to be found in most of these
children.

investigative work in humans is hampered by the inability to localise
various functions to specific,parts of the brain by direct measures. Most of
our knowledge comes from observation of the effects of injuries or vascular
accidents or tumours and correlation with post-mortem findings. Intra-arterial
injection of barbiturates has also helped in some degree. apth of these
situations are quite abnormal and the specificity of the dynamic disturbance
must be in doubt. Since animals do not have the sophisticated skills under
discussion here, animal experimentation,has little to offer.

With this background, then, what.does a neurologist have to contribute
to the management of.a child who is "doing poorly at school? I have already ,

said that clinical signs are few, but there may well be reflex abnormalities,
changes in tone, extensor plantar responses, mdtor incoordinatitin and other
"soft" signs suggesting diffuse brain damage may be present. Into this group
would fit the children with minimal cerebral dysfunction (Orton, 1937), alsb
variably called minimal brain damage (Strauss and Lehtimen, 1947) or minimal
cerebral injury (Gesell And Amatruda,'1941) to name''but a few.

The problem has been discussed at length and the task force organized
by the National Institute of Neurological Diseases and Blindness, Division of
Chronic Diseases of U.S. Public Health SeeVice, National Society for Crippled
Children (Clements, 1966) concluded:

"The syndrome refers to children of near average, average or abiwe

average intelligence with learning or behavioural abnormalities
ranging from mild to severe which are associated with subtle deviant
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function of the nervous system. These may be.characterised by
combinations of deficits in perception, conceptualisation,
language, memory, Control of attention, impulse or motor function.

Similar symptoms may complicate the problems of children already.
compromised by 'cerebral palsy, epilepsy, mental retardation, blind-
ness or deafness."

The cause is usually not found, but' careful history of the pregnancy,'
perinatal and early post-natal period is imperative. Genetic variations,
biochemical abnormalities, perinatal illnesses or injuries sustained during the
cr4ical years of brain development and maturation may be causative factors.'

Presentation

Few of the children with this .syndrome presentbefore attendanceat
school. Those who do so are usually referred because they are hyperactive and
difficult to manage at home.' They are often unaware of dangers, poorly
tolerated by their peers and have an extremely short attention span. More
rarely there is delayed motor development or even excessively advanced motor
activity.

Most present for a medical, opinion when ;the teacher at school notices
"something wrong". One hesitates td reflect on some early schooling days and
the memory of several who were restless and-"bottom of the class" and encour-
aged to greater endeavour by frequent use of corporal punishment. Those days

. .
are hopefully passed.

The short attention span will very often cause disruptive behaviour
with consequent upset of the learning of other children in the class as well as
restriction of learning to a degree less than indicated by assessment of
intellectual capability in the child concerned. School difficulty will fre7
quently produce emotional upset-and this' will further complicate the picture.

Investigation

Psychological testing is important and the most prominent feature is a
disparity between verbal and performance levels. The poorest abilities will
usually be in perception and visual-motor coordination.

Electroencephalography may reveal abnormalities of rhythm or rate in a
small proportion. Frank seizure activity occurs less frequently.

Incidence.

American surveys again suggest an incidence as high as 5% of children'
are classifiable into this disorder (Schechter, 1971'). This compares with
about 0.5% for epilepsy and cerebral,palsy. The prevalence will, of course,
depend on the "trictness of,dOgnostic criteria applied.

Already mentioned are the "soft" neurological signs of minor reflex
changes, alterations in tone and extensor plantar responses which occasionally/
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occur. These signs are the same asithose-present in cerebral 1sy, but in that
condition they are very much more severe. It is suggested by :ome that the
clumsiness and other abnormalities of neurological function are.subclinical
formsof cerebral palsy and the psychological testing irrelarities is the
result of minimal mental retardation (Paine et al, 1968). This suggests an
organic basis for the conditions under discussion.

4

Further evidence for this comes from a studif the mothers' pregnan-
cies, labours and an increasA incidence4Of neonatal problems in this
population compared with the 1...h4.e.'population. This does not mean that some
abnormality is present in every case - in fact, in fewer than 50% would such
a history be obtained.

It must be stressed that the child who has a progressive or treatable
organic cerebral lesion,is very rare indeed, and for this reason the physician
has a less important part to play than the psychologist and educator who must
.21all ways and Means of overcoming the problems which these children present.
Sometimes, drug treatment can be most helpful and this will be discussed later.

In an attempt to detect-children with this spectrum of disorders
earlier and so hopefully prevent many secondary problems from arising, special
registers of "high risk children" have been established, in fact, by law in
certain parts oi\England. Into this register would go those where the
pregnancy, birth or neonatal period showed any irregularities, and these
children would.be carefully assessed by skilled paediatricians from time to
time to determine if any abnormalities become evident. Experience so far has
been disenchanting. The pick-up rate does not justify the large expenditure of
time and resources involved.

:roatrront

The physician is probably in the best position to explain the problem
to parents, to discuss with them reassuringly'that improvement usually occurs
with time, that drug treatment may have a part to play, that educators now are
more,enlightened and that some advances are being made in provision of special
,remedial classes, and generally to .support the parents in handling children
who, at times, can be most trying indeed.

One of the- natural reactions to a very active child-might be to suggest
that a mild sedative be given "to settle things down". The most common
sedatives in general usage in our population would be the barbiturates, of
which Flzenoi.:arb and Aersta/ are examples. Unfortunately, the barbiturates
paradoxically produce hyperactivity in even normal children and exacerbate the
hyperactivity in those already exhibiting this-problem. It is reasonable to
suggest that these drugs are absolutely contra-indicated in this situation.

Just as barbiturates have a paradoxical action,P(Xdo the stimulants
such as dexamphetamine and methylphenidate (R77talin) which produce a calming
effect thought perhaps to result from improved integration of brain function
consequent upon increased alertness. Since deXamphetaMine has a marked
appetite suppressant effect, it is probably better to use Ritalin in the first
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instance and this can be'given in low dosage initially morning and midday. The
effect will be wearing off by night so that natural sleep can occur. One of
the problems, with these drugs is that tolerance occurs fairly readily with
'resultant requirement for increased doSage to achieve a satisfactory result. r
To' overfLomia this,__It_iswort-hwhilegiving-the drug only on school days and
stopping it altogether during.hOlidays. (Parents are often not too pleased
with this if behaviour has improved with treatment.)

, A further 'problem arises in these days of drug abuse and several
.

instances of the stimulants being used by other members of the families are
known.

Perhaps the most commonly used preparations at present are the
phenothiazines and, !-,/e/Zeril is representative of these. They are not quite as

seffective as the stimulants which are beneficial in about 50% of cases. Long
, term side effects can occur such s retinal pigmentation, dyskinesias and

Parkinsoniap.syndromes and these an be permanent. The dosages required to
produce th e reactions are usually, higher than. those used-in the problems
under discuSsion. .0"\-.

.-!ome :,!anavment,

Support for the parents and advice to-restrict permissiveness will be
imNrtant. Fairly strict.gui.delihes on daily routine without too much variation
are worthwhile. Man§;.of these children have problems: ith sequential memory
and to offer such instructions as "go to your bedroom, pick up your clothes, '

make, the bed arid clean your teeth" will only confuse the child who cannot'
understand why he is in trouble after lie went to his bedroom as instructed.
Undyrstanding that these omissions are not deliberate will go-a long way to
easfing tensions in the home, just as dOes acceptance of minor-offences,withoUt,
nagging response to these.

Prognosis
/

Many Of these children will-lose their minor neurqogical sins as.they
become older. School performance. may improve slightly with further brainy.
"maturation. Few studies on eventual outcome are available. A,follow up study
of hyperactiVe children by Mendelsohn and Stewart, (in press) revealed about one
third were thought to be normal adolescents, about one-third still showed some
minor problems and one-third were a major problem with psychiattic dysfunction,
behaviou'ral disturbance involving police action or p or work records.

some more specific nroblems

(a) Developmental aphasia - defined as near or total absence of spoken -

language, almost always in association with some problem in under-,
standing the speech of others not explicable on the bais of hearing
loss, mental retardation, psychosis; environmental abnormality or
grossbrain damage.
A receptive and expressive element is most usually present and
sometimes minor abnormalities of hearing are noted, as well as

. some of the signs of minimal. brain damage mettioned\above.
1

4
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(8) 'Dyslexia - a disorder with d.ifficulty'in learning to =read despite
adequate opportunity with cognitive disabilities often on a familial
-b9-sis. Clinically, they Often show impaired right-left orientation'
arld a high 'degree of ambi-noH-dexterity..: There is a definite mare'-
predominance. The prognosis for reading is mun worse in this group:
than for those with minimal brain damage. Little medical treatment
-is available.

Many dyslexic's are referred to eye specialists to ascertain that their )

inability to read is not due to impairment o&visual'acuity.,Refractive
errors, retinal disorder's and lesions of the optic nerve canb4 readily
excluded. 'Faulty eye movement may delay reading, but does not explain ,

'dyslexia per se. In the condition of oculomotor apraxia, scanning, eye
mOvement rfresent and reading ability, is restricted to a marked
degree.. It hasbeen suggested ti-fat dyslexia. may be-due to inability
to move the eyes normally in,the preferred automatic left to right
direction, so making fluent.xeading much more difficult. Critchley
states that he haS been unabe to 'substantiate thts point of view.

Dysgraphia and,Dyscaltulia inability to attain the expected skillsin
writing and calculation, often'associated with inability, to name and
indicatefingers and left-right, di.sorientation.(Gerstmann Syndrome).
fn the acquired form, this involves a lesion of the parietal lobes and
it is, suggested by Herrmann and Norrie (1958) -that the,neural systems

. controlling these skills arecimperfectly developed in' some children.'
Kinsbourne and Waring.ton (1963) have pointed out that many of these
children also, learn to read with great difficUlty. e also states that,.
management is quite empirical.' .

Thispaper has so far dealt with problems of learning in which the
.clinician has asmall part to play in overall management. The most common
condition which will come to neurological attention and which may have'a.great .

influence on School performaice is epilepsy4

The child who has frank gra;':,1 nal (major) seizures'is readily recog-
nized if a typical seizure is observed. Not so easy to recognize is the child
with rett ma,1 seizures or the child with temporal lobe

.

In retit mak, transient. "blanking out" episodes occur where the child
will beobserved to'staie. into space for a brief period and ten assume normal
activity. This-will severely'disrupt concentration and thus nOtal learning
processes. Achild with this disorder will often be accused of day-dreaming.

Diagnosis is readily made from the EEG where typical three cycle per
sec spike, and wave complexes may be .found. ,

,-

Te'mporal lobe abnoimalities may be more bizarre and may present with
behavioural disturbances, automatism, auditory hallucinations, or even temper

adtrums. \The EEG will again be most helpful in diagnosis. ,

Treatment of epilepsy is by drug therapy, once serious underlying
pathology is\excluded by appropriate inveseigations. This treatment may then
be responsible for decreasing seriously a child' school performance if dosage
is so high that excessive drowsiness is induced. It thus becomes necessary CO
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balance very/carefully the influence on learning of the frequency of fits, and
the drug doses required.

The drugs commonly used are Dilantin and'the barbiturates. In excess
dosage, 4)-ilantin will produce drowsiness, and ataxia. nrbiturates may produce
hyperactivity as mentioned before 'and thus reduce attention span, or in high
dosage induce excessive drowsiness,

Special precautions may be necessary for epileptics, e.g.., in swimming,
br gymnastics and the,educatOr.should be alerted to these.

The parent may not be alert to the presence of "spells" and an alert
teacher has been responsible for the referral of children in several instances.,

ummarT

0
The physician may be able to demonstrate clinical evidence of.,minor

brain damage in children with school problems. 1
0

While some emphasis should be placedlon diagnosis to include treatable
lesions, the major part of the physician wilfLbe explanation.to parents and
integration of supportive measures in ,tbe home and,school situation.

Drug therapy may be useful in those cases where hyperactivity or
emotional upset are present, with the stimulants and tranquillisers being the
most helpful.

Little medical help'is available in the primary developmental disorders '

of dyslexia, dysphasia and dyscalculia.

Epilepsy should be recognized, investigated and treated with appropriate '

drug therapy instituted.. Treatment will need to be'modified if excessive
impairment of consciousness is induced by the drugs.

O
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CHAPTER 3
v.

CHILDREN WITH READING DISABILITIES

J. Elkins
(Fred and Eleanor Schonell Educational Research Centre)

Perhaps the most significant group of children with learning disabilities
is that in which -the predominant domain of, concern is language. Within the
broad category of language.disabilities,,difficulties in learning to read
those which occur most often. One reasortfor this may be that reading has
assumed great importance,as a medium in the learning process in modern
education. Reading is also a skill which belongs to the area of formal
learning, in contrast to oral communication and perceptual and molar skills,
in which incidental and learning experiences play a much larger part.

This paper will examine research evidence relating to the diagnosis of
reading disabilities, especially during the first three years of school, and
make suggestions fdi the prevention and ameliorization of reading disabilities.

foun,latons

Research in reading disabilities has been carried out for more than
seventy years with relatively little reliance upon theoretical underpinning.
Such pragmatic empirical research would not be open to criticism if clear
directions for the prevention.and treatment of reading disabilities had
resulted. There has been,.however,'little agreement among.clinicians or
te-achers on these vital issues, and faddism is far from unknown.

One important reason for this confused and unsatisfactory situation is
that reading disabilities cannot he understood in full until the reading process
has been explicated far better than at present. 'Work to this end has begun.
Gephart (1972) outlined two approaches to improving tle teaching of reading.
The first calls for research on the processes of reading, language development
and learning to read as a precursor to experimenting with methods of teaching
children bow to read. The second is "an iterative operational process involving:

1) .objeotives specification; 2) carefully monitored instruction;
3) analysis of the discrep -incy between objectives and outcomes;
4) reyision of instruction procedures; and 5) recycling until
the outcomes-objectives discrepancy is acceptable."

There is some sense in which reading disability research is dependent
upon the state of, knowledge in the general field of reading itself., It is 'clear

that much still remains to be learned about reading. Margaret Clark has
suggested that it would be. valuable to study not only the, disabled reader, but
als6 those children who make rapid progress in learning to read. Indeed, Clark

comments that
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"present approaches to the initial teaching of reading
may focus-mistakenly on the very features which characterize

' unsuccessful rather than successful reading." 1

Some evidence will be presented in this paper in which the reading
behaviour of good reade'rs is related to other characteristics. Research and
development in remedial teachipg has alsb been conducted using 'the second
approach.. Indeed, much of'theicurrent wave of behaviourally-based, prescript
teaching belongs to this approach, while diagnostic teaching has been Kamp d
by inadequate description oL the reading process. Thus much reading diagndsissit
is conducted with instruments of unknown or inadequate validity, and with little
clear understanding of how the correlates of reading disability are related
to the rearing task.

In the past} five years a number of complex models of the reading process
have been'constructed: Crosby and Liston (1968), Geyer (1970), Goodman (1970),
Hochberg (1970), Mackworth (1971), Roberts and Lunzer (1968)., Venezky and
Calfee (1970). This has been accompanied by the c6ftstructip Of models of
psychological processes which may be related to reading. Some are general
information processing models, others of visual 1attern processing. Though it
may yet be too early to build firmly upon these Models, they provide a
tentative frame of reference in which to interpret the results of reading
research.

os
In a study currently being conducted by staff of the Schonell Education-

, al Research Centre, some results have emerged which may be int rpreted in
relation to, the idea that reading is a "constructive, language process",
rather than "the precise, detailed, sequential perception of letters, words and
larp language units that it is commonly held to he."

A sample of 144 Grade 3 children was obtained by selecting at random
12 children from one class at each of 12 Brisbane schools. More than 35
measures were phtained, including '5 reading achievement tests.. An examination
of the correlations of other variables with reading indicated that the most
important correlates of reading performante were tests in the auditory channel
of the ITPA (especially Grammatic Closure, and, Auditory Closure) and Sentence
,i1epetition, (Clay, 1972), though some other non-linguistic measures were also
'important (Table 1).

1. Quoted froma report in the p.12.
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Median Correlations' with 5 reading measures*

ITPA Auditory Channel ITPA Visual Channel

Auditory Reception .35 Visual Reception .16

Auditory Association .28 Visual Association .33

Verbal pression .31 Manual Egpression .09

Grammaticv,Closure. .46 Vislial Closure .15

Audito4 Sequential Visual Sequential
Memo r .23 Memory .20

Auditory 'ClOsure .40

Sound Blending .33

ITPA total . .48 ACES Lower Grades
General, Ability .50 ,

Sentence Repetition Visual Motor
'Integration ..32.

Eye Voice Span .65

Reading tests used were St.Lucia (Cloze) Reading Comprehdnsiefn Test, St.Lucia Graded Word Reading
Test, Neale Oral Reading (Accuracy and Comprghension), and Schonell Reading Comprehension Test R3.

It should be noted that the general pattern of higher correlations for
auditory than visual modality has been observed with other grades, though

edifferences in importance occur. For xampl.e, in Grade 1, Sound. Blending is
very significant, whereas it diminishes in importance.as children grow older
(Elkins, 1972).

As well as evidence from correlational. studies, evidence of the import-
,

ance of oral language for success in reading has been obtained by comparing
language development programmes and supplementary reading instruction as- methods
of improving reading.

recent 'study by the Queensland Department of Education (1972) was
tiesigned.to test' the efiectof'a language development programme on reading
achievement in Grade 5.Classes at two prim'ary schools. Results of the study
1Xzere that reading improved sign'ficantly for children of average and below
average reading-skill, even compared with children given s6Pplementary reading
instruction. It waslIN1cluded that:
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"1. Reading.competence:is influenced by oral language
competence.

2. ,emedial programs in prillary school.reading would
be more effective if they included language activities
based on the auditory aspects of primary language.

3. Conventional remediation techniques (i.e. extra
reading for pupils experiencing reading diffiCulties)
need re-appraisal." (p.iii)

T.T.S. IngrAm (1970) reported on a longitudinal, prospective study of
preschool children with slow speech development who were followed up after two
years inschool. Only 9 of 51 speech-retarded children made good progress in
learning tb-read, while another 14 showed 'a slow start but improved later.
In coritrast; only 15% of a control group experienced difficulty. De Hirsch

Lz: (1967) and Rawson (1968) also reported the importance of language
retardation in specific reading difficulties.

va

flyolexi nOt;

Considerable controversy has surrounded terminology used in describing
reading disabilities. Beyond the arguments for alid against "specific" and/or
"developmental" dyslexia, there exists the question of whether there are
different sorts of reading problems. Some writers have suggeSted that although
there are reading problems which are exogenous in origin, there exists "a
disorder manifested by difficulty is ,learning to read despite conventional
instruction, adequate intelligence and soclo-cultural opportunity ...'(and)
depehdent upon fundamental cognitive disabilities which are frequently of

)constitutional origin ".

Unfortunately, though such reading disability' must by definition apply
to onlca small percentage of children, it soon became common to find estimates
of.15 25% incidence of such specific reading disability or dyslexia. A.'

\possible:explanation is that in practice such a clear-cut diagnosis is difficult
to make. Careful studies by ;largaret Clark (1970) and Rutter et al (1970)
indicated that it was difficult to identify an underlyinepattern within
children with re,ading,probrems-, and that' much diversity appeared to exist.

The question,to be answered is not one of terminology, but whether we
Oeshould speak of reading disability, or of many reading disabilities. To say

that tfere is one reading disability may mean. that one accept* a single syndrome,
be it a simple one, such as Smith and Carrigan s .(1959) acetylcholine -'
cholinesterase hypothesis, through to the conclusion of the Advisory Committee
on Handicapped Children (1972), Which stated

-We take the view that, there is really a continuum
spanning the whole range of reading abilities ...%(which)
includes those children whose reading backwardness is
only one aspect of their,general retardation." (;>.3).

2. This definition was formulated by a Research,Group of the World Federation .
of Neurology at a meeting in Texas, 1968.*
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An alternative position is to postulate that there are reasonably
homogeneous subgroups within any,population of ,disabIed readers. Evidence in
support of this proposition can he found in the work of Bader (1968). She
isolated, clinically and ?ubjectively, threegroups of disgbled readers based
on patterns of reading and spelling : -

"GROUP 1: Children whose reading-spelling patterns reflect deficit
in symbol-sound integration and in the ability to develop phonetic
skills; i.e., deficit in ability tat"Auditorize." (They have no
gross deficit-in ability to "visualiie.")

GROUP II: Children whose reading-spelling patterns reflect deficit
in ability to establish visual ':-,estAts of lettes and words; i.e.
deficit in ability to "visualize". (They-have, no gross deficit in
ability to "auditorize.Y)

GROUP III: Childien whose reading - spelling patterns reflect gross
defffcit in both ability to "auditetize" and ability to "visualize." ."

: .

,-
.

. ,. .

T.T.S. Ingram (1970, p. 437) concluded that "a number of.differenc
:clinicat'syndromes of specie -'c learning diNO'ility may be defined. Some are
predominantly 1,:suospaal ieT3Tie, others predominantly z.7?.Uor)::oit; and

: other:3 a combination ". However, Ingram considered that many aetiological
fac.Ors-'coUld be associated with each syndrOme.--...

-'.. .,
.

.

KinAourne and Warrington (1963) claimed'to hav-identified two groups
of disabled readers, one-characterized by language'retardation, and the other
by fundamental disabilities in sequencing.

In this paper a numper of propositions will be examined:

1) that reading'. disabilifyis not a single entity and subgroups of
disabled readers may be isolated.

2) that even our incomplete knowledge of :he reading, process suggests
. that subgroups may exist which exhibit characteristics relating to diffennt
components of reading.

31 that since reading is a language process, language variables are
likely to be involved with some .:'typed' of reading disability._

t:c,1::( of reang Jisbility

Why has the immense amount of study devoted to reading disability
produced so much'contrAdIctory evidence? An answer of great insight,:but much
ighored, has'beengiven by Wiener and Cromer (1967) who suggested different

-models relating antecedents and consequent reading behaviour. Figure 1 shows .

one-posqble situ6tion, in which each of-several antecedents gives rise to a
distinct consequential reading disability.

Ar '1
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ANTECEDENTS CONSEQUENTS

Al
f1

A2 f
2-,

A3
f3

Figure 1: Model of reading disability based on Model Five'.
(Wiener & C,romer, 1967, p.633)

X2

X3

;

The problem of conceptualizing reading disability and the group of
children who are regarded as disabled readers has been clarified; further by
Applebee (1971). He Observed that if relatively homogenepUs subgroups of
disabled- readers exist, and are ignored, then conclusions which are drawn
'about distinctions between disabled and normal readers may range from meaning,
less to misleading: If more than two or three variables are significant in
reading problems, and if subgroups of disabled readers'. exist, then the profile
formed by, averaging across the subgroups is likely not to apply to,any,subgroup
at all, and. may well be'difficult to distinguish from the profile of normal
readers. If measurements are used from only one domain,6.(e.g. developmental
history, cogniltive test data, personality assessment), Ellen it is likely that
some subgroups Ofdisabled readers will show a normal profile on a given set of
measurements, since the predisposing factors for these groups belong to some

'other domain. Applebee suggested that some taxonomic procedures, similar to
those used by biologistS, may help iMpose structure upon the subject-test data
matrix. The taxonomic approach differs radically, from the. usual study of .

clinical and control groups, which has been applied to the reading diSability
problem with minimal success.

"A complete analysis must ideally bcith define the structure and also
demonstrate that'there are in fact basic types distinguishable within
the sample, rather than merely'random deviation outward from the r

mean profile of the group. Mathematically, this can be viewed as a
search for distinct clusters of points in the test space, as opposed
to a single dominant hyper-spheroid."

(Applebee, 1971; p.109)

After identification of subgroups on objective and numerical, rather
than logical criteria, there remains the task of describing the relationship
between antecedent and consequent variables, Most important is the need to
identify procedures for teaching children from each of the subgroups., Even
though the delineation of aetiological syndromes is extremely important,
prescriptive remedial treatment based upon parsimonious description'of types of
disabled readers remains the-goal.

11.
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Some subgroups of disabled readers

A study was made of 56 Grade 2 children who had been referred tp the
Schonell,Education Research Centre and diagnosed as having reading diaAbilities
sufficient to require remedial intervention (Elkins, 072). A 'procedure known
a9 numerical taxonomy was used to identify subgroups within the total sample in
ari objective manner. However, the choice of taxonomic algorithm and of the

-measures to be included does introduce a subjective element. The/twelve ITPA
subtests and the composite score were used as attributes (expressed as Scaled
-Scores, with mean of 36'and standard deviation of 6), and a hierarchical
clustering procedure based on the distance between profiles was used to classify
the 56 ITPA profiles (Veldman, 1967).\ The clustering procedure produced four
_major groups ,(Figure 2). The mean proYiles for these four groups indicated
considerable differences in two different aspects, namely profile height (as
indicated by the composite SCaled Score) and profile shape (Figure 3). *

15e fundamental:agglOmerative algorithm requires the computation of-,all
possible' groupings of n subjects, for all numbers of,groups from n - 1 to two.
However, since the Computation required-is,excessive, a procedure has been%
suggested in which, from n groups each containing one subject, two groups are
combined to form a new group at each stage.

'This procedure is a compromise with the thspretical ideal of optimum
grouping -,. , since at each stage of the process the previous groupihg
is accepted as the basis for determining the next reduction. One can
imagine this process leading gradually to a solution which is not
optimum, but only under circumstances where the 'natural! clustering ...
is quite weak."

(Veldman, 1967, p.309)

Aftei performing the hierarchical clustering, it is necessary:-to decide-
which level of clustering best describes the classification. Veldman (1967)
suggested that examination of. the increase in within-group variance caused by
each stage of clustering should indicate which number of groups provides the
best description of the inter-group relationships.

The strength and the stabilitysof the hierarchical classification was
tested using an iterative mult :'ple discriminant function.(IM4F). After comput-
ation of an initial discriminant function for the_groups produced by H-GROUP, the
distance of each subject tothe centroid of each group was calculated. Each
subject,was then reassigned to,the group to which it was closest. The analysis
was repeated until no change in the assignment of subjects to groups occurred.
Only one disabled reader was altered in group allocation, Moving from Group B to.
Group A.'

3. The supplementary subtests appear to have differing mean difficulties for
Australian and American children. While a control group of Grade 2
children had mean Scaled Scores of about 36 on the ten-major subtests of the
ITPA, the mean performance on Auditory Closure was lower (SS = 30.5) and
for Sound Blending much higher (SS = 44.5). Judgements of psycholinguistic
deficits and strengths were made relative to these respective valuesfor
the supplementary subtests, instead of the American normative value of 36.
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Figure° 2. 'Dendrograrn of 56 Grade II disabled readers,
using HGROUP with the ITPA as attribute vector.
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Group A consisted of 14 children, and had very low psycholinguistic
ability, though their expressive skills were average. The mean profile of
Group A was charaCterized by deficiencies in association and at the automatic
level of the ITPA.

Group .B consisted of 17 children with only marginal deficits in
psycholinguistic skills,. all subtests being within one standard deviatIon of,
the mean, for normal children. Group C was small (n = 8) and of above average..
psycholinguistic ability. However, although Verbal Expression and Grammatic
Close were high, Auditory Channel subtests at the Automatic Level (Auditory
Sequential Memory, Auditory Closure and,Sound Blending) were deficient.

Group D (n = 17) was of average profile height, but differed from
GroUp B in'the shape of.its mean profile. Though Auditory Channel subtests were
high, a pronounced weakness was evident in Visual_ Closure and Visual Sequential .

Memory.

Characteristics of the subgroups

Since only one type of measure was used to cluster the disabled readers,
other variables were examined to see whether group differendes existed. Only

44 of the. 56 disabled readers had been given the Frostig Developmental Test of
Visual Perception (Frostig et aZ , 1964). A previous study ,(Elkins, 1972) had
indicated that thesediSablecireaders were not deficient on any of the-five'
Frostig DTVP subtests. However, Group A was significantly low, and Group C
was significantly high on subtest 4 (Position in Space). This result accords
with.the mean psycholinguistic level of the groups. It should be noted that
Group C, which. is Of(high psycholinguistic-ability and is high on Position.in
Space. has a mean profile de'cit not in visual but in auditory channel skills
at the automatic

An examination of the reading skills of the four groups 'Was made, for
50 children for whom complete records Were held. Although Groups B, C and D
showed low phonic knowledge, Group .A were extremely deficient, having a mean
score of 24 on P1 of the Domain Phonics Test (McLeod and Atkinson, 1972).

Group A was also older than the other groups. The pattern of lower. reading
performance in Group A was found on word recognition and oral reading accuracy,
but not onoral reading comprehension. However Group A was not greatly below. .

the other groups on the LoWar Grades General Ability Test except for subtest
.2 (Picture Arrangement),,on which Group A children were barely able to,score at

all. The peculiar difficulty,of Picture Arrangement has been reported Or
Grade 1 disabled readers (Elkins, 1972), suggesting that it measures, logical

sequencing ability which may be important in the-use of semantic cues"in prose
reading.

It 'is not sufficient to seek clusters using one facet -e- diagnosis only.
Variables used in diagnosis can be described as aetiological,correlational,
Or criterion-behavioural. Prevention of reading problems maybe aided by'
identification of'subgroups according to agtiologicalpattern. To date little
Success has beeh obtained in .this, thou'gh some promising work is underway at

present',
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Perhaps the most necessary,development will be made as we succeed. in
describing- reading behavioUrlar better than at present: It may be revealing
to indicate some current developments in teasing apart the complexities of the
reading process. ,--

A case study

David is a Grade 3 boy chosen as a good reader from the sample of 144
'referred to earlier. His ITPA:protile reveals a high psycholinguistic Ability
except for, ViSual Closure, Visual Sequential Memory and perhaps Auditory
Closure. His reading performance is high, though less on Word Recognition and
more on Comprehension (Fig. 4).

e
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Goodman (1969) has developed a taxonomy of miscues in oral reading
.which may begin to provide the. detailed analyses of'reading behaviour which we
have for reading correlates (e.g. ITPA). Analysis of oral reading miscues
incficated that'David made 16 miscues in 120 words. ,Three-quarters of David's

`errors involved repetition, with a mean rate of 2.4 attempts gt each word.
Contrast this with Nicholas, a.boy in the same class at school, who made 48
errors but only°4 involved repeated attempts with a mean rate of'1.5 attempts
at each word.

Other analyses have been made, some which promise to provide useful
infbrmation are given in Table 2.

TABLE 2 °

a

Analysis o pral reading miscues for 2 Grade 3 children

A. Proximity (
1 = low )

( 10 = high)
David Nicholas

1. Graphic

2. Phonetic

3. Syntactic.

4. Semantic

4.9

4.9

7.7

2.5

3.5

4.0

5.1

2.2

( w
B. Acceptability

1 = lo )

( 10 = high )

1. Syntactic 4 2

2. Semantic 1.2 1.6

Iriolications for diagnosis and teaching

The research reported here has raised.more questions than it has
answered. However, by providing empirical support for the theordtical analyses
of Applebee (1971) and Wiener and Cromer (1967), it has pointed the direction
of future research into the diagnosis and treatment Of reading disabilities.
The plurality of these disabilities is certain.

- It cannot, be argued that the subgroups identified in the present study
represent stable 'types' of disabled reader, thonh further studies may enable
such conclusions tc, be drawn. Technical problems such as the choice of
numerical taxonomic procedure, selection of attributes and sampling, of disabled

.4 readers need further exploration. Shankweiler (1970)=commented
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"there are anumber of important questions about,learning to read
that could be answered but that usually have not been asked in
research on reading and reading disability. The answers could provide .

the skeleton of a classificatioh system that Would permit the
sorting of children who cannot read into scientifically useful
categories. As longas we lack an empirically based 4 system of
classification, no rational approach to treatment is possible."
(13.482)

Ydt classification should lead to order, not to labels. Even where

° . classificatory aspects of diaghosis are clearly established, as with physically
and sensorily handicapped children, the greatest educational gains are to be
made by integration Within the normal school. As Maynard Reynolds (1953)
expressed it, let us work so that all our efforts lead "from'labels td action ".

1,

My italics.

P

e
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CHAPTER 4

HELPING THE ADOLESCENT WITH LEARNING PROBLEMS

Mancel R. Ellis Robinson
(Fred and 'Eleanor Schonell Educational Research Centre)

Socia:1 and pcychologi

'Tis Edu tion forms the common mind,
Just as the., wig is bent, the Tree's inclined.

implications of educational retardut;Zon-

The problem...of the educationally retarded adOleScent is a problem for
society as a whole and not merely for educators,. In our literate, technologic-
ally oriented society, high priority is placed.On '61+1 learning. Since-our
priorities'determine our problems it is logical that we should beepre-occupi d
with the failure of so:many of our young people to attain satisfactory learni
skills, especially.reading skills. The operant word, Of course, is "satisfact1
ory". In a simpler age it was consider .satisfactory if a boy, could "do his
numbers", "write his name" and "read his' ible stories:" Perhaps a slight
exaggeration, but nonetheless it makes my point''that the'percentage of
adolescents in the schools who have learning difficulties has increased as a
function of,, on the one hand, extending. the 'number of.years of schooling, and
on the other, of raising phe level of proficiency in literacy skills demanded of,
the adolescent learner., This in no way minimizes the...importance.of'factors such
as neurologi1cal impairment in ehe understanding of the aetiology of learning ,

difficulties' but it emphasizes, the fact that educational attainment is closely
related to socially ascribed 4andards of proficiency in positively valued
skills.'

We flatteY ourselves that we are presenting Our young with' a)rare
prize - educational opportunities. We delude ourselves and think that we delude 1

them into believing that we.are!educating them towards diversity, towards the
realization'of individual gdals of.self-bctualization and personal freedom
What we are really doing is maximizing the social ains of the few. at_the cost .

of the self-esteem of the many.. We are certainly not educating them towards
diversity or social equality but towards conformity and social inequality:

We decry the way so many of our young people reject the values of adult
society. It is so easy to dismiss it as laziness or ingratitude. What we do
not recognizp.is that,it is only a relatively small percentage of the "dropout
subculture" who are the articulate, intellectualizingccritfcs of. 'society. For

them perhaps.it is true that alienation is an,intellectual "freak-out", a game
to be played before getting down to, the boring business of earning a liVing.
For other members of the adolescent age group alienation is reality. They. may
ape the attitudes,, the language, the dress of their intelleetUally better
endowed peers, because in this way they gain an identity by association. They
recognize that the Criticisms of the adult society of its rebellious young are
tinged with a grudging respect (and evennvy). Hence, the self-esteem which,
they cannot gain through legitimate social ch'annelV of expression is theirs
through a.deviation whose significance they cannot comprehend. .
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I am not suggesting thatall adolescents with learning problems will
drop. out of School**(at least not physically, although they may do, so mentally) .

,.

Thote of you who are secondary school teachers will be only too Well aware that
many poor learners remain at school until their final year. -You will also-be
aware of the unfOrtunate fat that few of them gain very much from their extend-
eperiod of Schooling.' Evep if they do not leave school early, however, thdy
still, in many cases, sharelsome-of the characteristics,oT the illiterate drop-
outs. Cervantes (1965) has suggested the following reasons for students . '

xdropping out of school: . ;

. j

. * \
1: retar4tion vs. nonretardation
2. satisfaction jrs, dissatisfaction

4,- 3 school partici tion vs.t non-participation
4. parental interest vs. parental noninte'rest
5. friends at school frs. no friends at school.

He has also related these factors to reading disability' which he regards as a
major determinant of eatly'school withdrawal.

Reading difficulty has been found to,be a problem for-the m ority of'
students with learning g-problems and to be related to social class and cultural
environment (Sexton, 1961; COhed,..1968). The relationship between dis. atisfact-
ion with schobl, reading disability and social background is an interes ng one
in the determination of academic fiaifute: It poses many problems for edu tors.

. -

I -Probably the most important characteristic shared by the educationally
*retarded adolescents who have dropped out oVschool with those who have Stayed
on is theil limited occupational and economic pikixentiaI. The motivational.
malal:se which'iS experienced at school.will be intensified when they find that
the barriers to their attaining social status are even greater than before, In

consequence, their rejection of a rejecting society may become actively destruct-
iVe towards themselves and society. Many deW.nquents?and psychiatrically
deviant adolescents have experiehced long-standing learning difficulties a

(Jorgensen, Bahgsgardand Glad, 1968; Spencer, 1972):.

The learning disabled" adolescent is the unfortunate victim of a confused
educational system,'a system whose.goals have lost touch with the real needs of
the community. Most'educators recognize this dileribla but have, as yet, been
unable to find adequate solutions.. This is cold comfort for the_ teacher who is
faced with unhappy youth and who has'not the techniques or the'services available'
to help improv,e their situation. Broadly speaking, what is needed is a reassess

ment of educational'goale. Instead of being preoccupied with educational '
attainment in terms of academic skills for all,. we should be concerned with
maximizing the' experiences which will enable all individuals to realize.a goal
of social and psychological competence.' Such-experiences must be relevant to
the life context of the individual.

The nature of competence as a societal objective has been described by
Gladwin (1967) and its significance as an educational objective has been

I discussed in another paper by the author (Ellis Robinson, 1972). Gladwin's_

definition of competence has important implications for .educational design:
'411
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"Competence... develops along, three major axes, all closely
interrelated. First is the.ability to learn or to use:a
variety of alternative pathways for behavioural responses in
order to reach a given goal Second,-the competent
individual comprehends.and'is able to use. a variety .of social

.

systems within the!society-, moving within these systems and
utilizing -the resources they, offer. Third, competence depends

;:91

upon effectiVe reality:testing." (1967, p.32)

GladWin is 41early concerned_ with maximal attainment but eddcation
:currently cannot even help many individuals to attain a minimal level. It
. most.tertainly does not develop in the ,e ationally retarded, what Inkeles-
1(1966) defined Competence be, namely, "the ability to attain and'perform
'. in valued social roles" .03280i. Inkele crieicisl of social discrimination
'applies just as much to intellectual.discriaination as it does to any other

,

form of discrimination:- '

"Lack of competence effectively to take advantap.of new
opportunitiesin a competitive systeacan make the attainment
of.nominal legAl equality:a h5olloWvfetory, and make a self-
fulfilling.proPhesyof the bigots'' claim that Minority members

ti are unable toperform effectively'eve6 when not Y-ormally dis-
criminated against. 'To .deny.people,:th means for attaining
:competence while yet granting them 'technical equality under
the law is he contemporary equivalent of saying that the
majesty of the w confers on the rich as on the poor alike
the right to sleep under bridges." 1:1280)-

4

In orde r to appreciate.the complexity'and the magnitude of the task which
f

-faces educat4onalcinnovetors one must.recognize the implications of an import-
ant sociological f4t. Western society is experiencing a period of transition
inzhich.traditionik areas. of indiVidual and social responsibility. are Changing.
AsivtonsequenCe the mechanisms. within the individual wlYich serve to ensure
'his_-psycholOgicai stability,pro:.beink threatened. Unless individual an ,

Ylevelop .more adaptive mechanisms, the stability of the social system mus
be, threatened. :13neof the most important adaptive changeS which must

Ba be made is tile separation of Criteria of .self- valuation from,criteriatf.-
occupational compe'tentc. With the declining effectiveness of the family unit as -

a source ofconstructive psychological training- the. educational system must
..accept this-responsibility. This means.that,'in-the schools, we must be less

. -concerned with-developing occupationally releVant skills, especially in the
educationally retarded, and more concerned with developing socially relevant

askills. These latter re,the.ski4ls which will provide,theindiiiidual with.the
flexibility to learn occupational=skillaand to adapt to changing skill 'l f

.irequirements in the community. These basic' Socially-relevant skills include 1 "Pf.

the ability to.Manipulate language; in, thought and speech and. in the comprehen-
sion of oral amd'written communication, the ahility'to cotpre4end other
symboliC systems such as numerical and temporal systems, the 'ability to.dom-
prebend and'function. within the social-and political systemssof one's immediate
Community, the ability to recognize and-adapt to the needs and-interests ofo,
one's fellows, the ability to maintain emotiofial stabilit,yand to expiess agfecto
rougb,constructive,rather than. cdestruCtive activities..The4!st is not
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ext1austive but gives an'indicationof the orientation implied. It might be
arglied that'the*.school is not the appropriate place to learn strategies of
psyfhologfcal.deyalopment. However; would argue that it is the only place
left where these skills can be taught:: :The proof that they can be effectively
taught in the schools has'been providecLby the introduction of Psychological
Education into. U.S. classrooms under various guises (Stanford, 1.972).

Who is the adolescent with learning problems?

If the educatronal'deSigner and. the classroom teacher are to make
adequate provision., for the adolescent with learning problems they need to under-
stand the nature of their problems. Unfortunately, children with learning
problems, represent diyerse groups with often complex

the

of factors
determining their difficulties. Some indication of the magnitude of the problem
facipg the educator is. iven by a closer.inspe ion of the categories of

iC adorescents who experience learning difficulties. Apelt'(1972) has termed
these "non- academic" adolescents and classifies them into four majoigroups.

,
. .

"1). Educationally retarded children of average or above average
. . . .

ability whose retardatiOn may derive. frOM: ,

(a) ,socio-cultural'and linguistic impoverishment associated
with inadequate family background, Appressed socio-
economicrstatus or opltural disadvantage;

(b) specifTc learning dAabilities (wftha presumption of '

neuroldgical impairment as'apaetiological factor)
which alMost.iePVitably inhibit academic performance;

(c) problems'of emotional and social adjustment which leave
little energy:for

.,

the child to invest in the learning
.process. . . .

Children at the,lower-end o.f the average range OT intelligence
who may or may not beceducationally retarded. (that is, children
who may or may not be functioning at or near expectancy_level but who
are all retarded relative their more capable peers):

i
;3. 'Children whose measured le els of intelligence are in the range

of one 'to two staridard deviatials below the -mean on an
intelligence test. Classified bY,Heber (1462) aA borderline

.-

,.

mentally retarded, they are.sometimes referred to in the-
liteeatu* as sZopri.e-effTrefs:

4. Given the,N -ctrffent emphasis on the integration of older opport-
unity school pupils into.the high-school environment, an,
increasing number,. of child,ren who have been Uentified,AUring

may, ptimary schooling as mildly mentally retarded on the basis of
lo,w

!

measured I.Q. assaciated,with impaired adaptive behaviour.
In the school,age,population, impaired, adaptive behaviour
expresses itself. in failure to 114et:the instructional'demands

.

of the school." (p.18) ,

/ g.

An alternative view of 'the characAristics of learning disabled ,adoles-
cents is given by Kline k1972). We May_argUe,.with Some of his'categories,
'especially hiS "chronic ayslexics,',but- generally they suggestsome of, the.
.factors determini4g non - achievement. -



). Chronic dysleXiFsL,long-standi'ng reading difficulties.
Mini-Leffort groupi-::bright.children-who have never learned

how to:expend effort because learning was easy,'
3. °Vet-indulged:Alright children' who have never made any

efforts to learn because they have no reason to' learn
and cannotTostpone gratiLication.

4. Can;t lose group.: children Who.cannOt tolerate ptblic
failure.

Smert big brother 'group younger siblings, unable to
measure up to older siblings'.succeases.

6.:Afraid-to-be-curious: repressed personalities which are
the:product of a pathol4ital home environment.',

7,.EMotionally-traumatized: the Sudden'tinset of an emotional
crisis' may inhibit educational performance for. atime.

Afraid-to-know: the child is afraid to, learn; because it
cannot .cope. with knowledge. ,

. Love-to-beTlOved: emotionally deprived adolescents who
find gratification only in the social relationships'
at Schaal.

111. childien with Severe, specific
.emotional illness or personality disturbance may suffer
readingdisabilities andother problems as a.. direct..

r.,r5tult of theae disturbances.
1?

Identificationrof learni4 disability n the adolescent

..-fThe fact at we Ica7est.blish do Arbitrary,,if not mutually exclusive,`
classification of educationally retarded Children does not necessarily bring
Us very muchncloser to solving their problem. 17e are still.faced.with the
diffftuifY'of ,identifying the nature 6f.their learning problem and of _developing
te,ChniOes for overcoming it The"class of educationally-retarded children
which-preaen'is..the,most. difficulty in terms crf identification is' he specific
learning'disabilities group. It is not unusual to find that a specific. dis-
abiiity has not been detected at any stage in a child'S-schooling, 'SoMetimes,.
in a child7of.average or above average ability, the learning difficUlty has
not created a recognizable problem Of underattainment until they have entered
8th gradeor later." IfAhe problemiS a reading disability of less than
severe degree it May.not be recognizeeuntil the demands placed,On the child in
MaiA.'content areas exceed his capacity for coping with the volume and levelof
reading required. Unfortunately, Iris at the secondarySchOol:levelhere
reading ability is so critical fOr attainment,.that,the least emphaais is
usually placed on the development-of reading skills as an integralpatt of the
cUrricultmh. Recogiition of a reading problem ina..secondary school child
geneally Means,that the child will'be assigned to a special remedial leading
claas and/or will enter a non-aca*demic atream. All too often the educational'
retardation of the Child with a specific learning disability will be inter=
preted. as'below averagebgeneral ability and his eduCational future will.be
planned accordingly.

. . .

The task of identifying and then helping the Secondary school child,
with specific learning disabilities is further complicated by the lad< of
sensitive.asseasment techniques, for the diagnosis:of problems in this age grdup.
While a poor leVel of reading may be rdcognizedthrough:tlassrooth teating-it\



may be assumed be related to generallY poor. intellectual functioning, Thei
intelligence tests-emPloyedatthis level_are normally groUp tests which are
heavily verbally loaded.andrequire goodrreading skills to:achieve'good results.
An indiv.iLual test (e.g.. the ISC) taY,detecta. problem throUgh-a large-
discrepancy between. the verbal and performance scale scores.bUt it still cannot
differentiatethe areas and modalities of irowessing difficulty.. What.1.4'7.olearly

/ .

needed. is,an instrument, Such' as the-ITPA, which Can identifYpsYcholinguiStic
processing difficelties for this group, Hoqever, even if such an-instru-'
ment were available its Usefulnesswould/.still depend on the'ability of the
secondary school teacher .to recognize that a spedifio disability might exipt.,
Hence,, there is anequallygreat need for-developing more sensitive olassroom
evaluation techniques whichishould be_integrated into the standard cutriculuM
as diagnostic teaching techniques. Forthese to be Maximally.relevant they.
Should be,language based as well as specifically reading based.

Som educators would strongly argue against the need,for developing
sophiaticat 'd tests of correlates of reading ability. Cohen (1972)', fo-Pexample,.
hasstated that' what is needed arecriterion.perfOrManee assessments which will
indicate p ecisely which reading behaviours must be learned and under what
Conditions, and.with what materialstheYshould be taught. While acknOwledging
the legitimacy.of Cohen's claim for precise behavioural task analysis it must-be
emphasized that reading is not an isolated It represents onebehavioural.:
expression of.aniintegrated\language StructureXViewed in terms.:of at-infOrm -.:
ation.proccssing system,:the 'learner's behaviour,Nit may be argued, cannot.be'
satisfactorily understood or modified without analysis'of. both 'the functional
_.status of the syStem (which also implies an awareness of developmental cod-.
straints) and the speCific behavioural consequences of its interaction:with the
environment. In *other words, what I;am suggelsting:is that an adequate assess-.
merit for, the diagnosis of learning disabilities,,especially in the adolescent,
demands what we may term a Zearner-task .Znteraction analysis. Remediation of
disabilities for man}/ ohildren,woUld the' involve treatment of both the
correlates of the disability and.the behaviOural expression of the disability.

/ Treatment of only one or the other would be insufficient.
. .

Educational provisions for educationally retarded adolescents

At the secondary school level the types of provisions which.muSt'be:
made lor adolescents with learning Troblemeshould'not involve the isolation of

.2% these children intogroupswithAifferent educational goals frOm those of the
`mainstream. The 'needs of the learning disabled adolescent are not differEnt-
from those of other children; they are merely greater. .

The general needsof:the educationally retarded adolescents are, as.for
all:children to develop a-sense of belonging within the society and'a sense.,
of, personal worth. For many adolescents (one would wish the sense of
perSonal worth is acquired without deliberate intervention within the educational
al system TheTreadily perceive. their place in society because they recognize
their'capacity to-perform at the standard of proficiency which society demands..
Too often.this is'not so for the educationally retarded child. His developmental
retardation' encompasses to subject-matter skills. It includes a retard-
ation of Vdcationalmatur ty (Super et a.Z; .1960). which has broad implications



for educational and Vocational-adjustment. Similarly, his perception o
is shaped,,by 'rs level of functioning c mpared with his peers.

, .

Thesignificanceof self.LcOncep
generally7Shown (Brookover al, .1964;

studiesdoHnot show, such a relationship
reading ability has; howeVer,\been more
1967; Fennimore.1.968; Hake, 19,69; Andr
poor readers showed a LackofcOnfidenc
and dependence and strongfeelings of h
good readers showed" confidence, ivin-str

_these differences have already been\su

The significance of the Cone
.planning has been made' explicit by
Career Pattern Study, a longitudi

for. level of attainment ha been
Sh4w and Alves, 1963), alt ugh some
(Ringnesa; 1965) Its : r= ationship to

Nicholls.Ciearly,indicated 0.;amy,-1.965;

ws, Andrews"( 71) found that
and adequacy, a ten encY'to conformity(

stifity'and'aggres on; In .contrast,
and independence Some reasons,for I

ested.

t-of vocational maturity for educational,
uper and his coli,eagues involved in the 1

1 research stud investigating' - vocational'/
development .(Super'et ea., 1960). It is their contention- that vocational
maturity is "a develOpmental phetmenon involving movement from "change. to

.

Istabilization and.from fantasy o (19X0 ,:p. 7). This develoPment is;
exhibited in the quality of beilaviour indicative of the level or'Stage of
Occupational decision-making. Vocational,developmentmay be ieWed, then, as
progress from a stage of primitive, fantaSY choices through a stage .of
tentative' choices up to a stage of matured realistic choices .(Ginzberg at a1, :
1951). Where there are-no delay& in any other. areas ofdevelopment such as
educational,:inteljettual and emotional development it can be expected that
vocational maturity will be equivalertlj well deVeloped In the normalLY-
fUnctioning.adoleacent vocational development is approximately:at the stage

...tentative occupational choices (Ginsberg, at at, 1951). The educationally
retarded adolestent,,however,'may not.have progressed beyond the fantasy stage "'

.1

of vocational preferences,

A discrepapcybetween thegrade.leyls and,the vocational maturity
levels of adolescents has/important implications for curriculuM plarniing.,The
,CUirent educational practice is to allocate alLstudents, on the basis of their
academic. attainment levels, to,what mu t be termed a pocationany ortented

, curriculum stream attlie end of eight grade,' This practice Cannot-b-e supported
in view of the lag in, vocational matu ity which accompanies educatiOnal
retardation.. For the nbn-retarded adolescent the provision of curricula options

.not-only appropriate but advisable, as Super and his associates (1960)
h ve deMonstrated:'

..,!'vqc'ational maturity in ninth'grade boys .... is,p4marily
orientation to. the need to make educafonal and vocational
Choices, inclUding acceptance. of responsibility for choOSing
and .planning, :and a planningand,information-getting approach
to. the 4rientation and choice process: it is,-essentially, ,
planfulness." (p :.150).

It is important, then, that the normal adolescent be allowed, to exercise hi.4
rightand his readiness to choOse.



. .

The needs of the educationally retarded adolescent are'different. He
:is not ready to make decisions, to expIOreVocational, oppOrtutities or to.make
even tentative plans. He requires.a more structured curriculum:which:will help.
him to develop the more'effectiVe strategies fOr "reality7testing" which must be
acquired before hia-leVel of vocational maturity can Be,advancedIheiype of
curriculum neededis one which will.deyelop-the kinds of sciciailY-relevant ,

-Skills discussed inthe. previous:Section.

Apart from catering for the.Specialinstructional needs of the .adoles-
cent with learning prOblems,. then', education must" also providefor his,psycho.7
logical and vocational adjustMent'needs. :, A strong case can be argued'for the
imPortance of a guidante,programme for. all secondary:schOol °children: The need

.

for a full-time counsellor andguidance worker within the school to provide lor
the edUcationally retarded should notevenreqUire justification.

.
. .

The limited occupational andeconomic potential of the educationally
retarded adolescent has important implications for the type_of guidance., .

prOgrammewhich should beiiMplementeg. for them. It was pointed out preiiiously
that rapid social change., which is the byproduct of accelerated technological_
advancement and increased productivity, involves a;difficult edjustMeht for
even tl:?.,mOst gifted individuals:- For ,the eddcationapy handicapped 'it may .:

betomea prOblem-of such' magnitudezthat it ,asSumes national-Significance. The.,

displacement. of simple skills by increased automation and computer-based._sySteMs
twill require that theindividuals who hold these positions will either-have.the
flexibility to adapt,tO new jobs quickly ancLfrequentlY or to aCcept Social
welfare and exclusion from,. the work force. (Argyle, 1956;' 4inthrop, 19.58a,b;

. Michael., 1962.): This may not bea-major protaem-forsome years yet bi,ititiS
highIy.prObable thatit will be:a:reality when many of the-presentgenerStiofi
of school children are seeking employment.:

. . ,
.

. . ,

It is our responsibility as.educators to prepare them for this occUp-
ational .(or now-octupitional) future. One of the ways in whiChan edutational

".guidance programme in-the schools could cope with this problem is,to shift the
emphasis:from self-perception of.co petence based on*occupational,skills to
competence based-on constructive I isure activity. If we do not attempt to
Shift.this:emphasis we.willbe faded. with a wide-spread decline.in indiVidual
self-esteem and a consequent polarization of socialgroups. What is needed in
a.high school: guidance ProgramMeHis nothing particularly:innovative-as far:ea
other parts of the world. are concerned, although it may be for:Australia.There
should be a substantial emphaeis.placed Oncommunity service` projects; on the --.

,simUlation of life experiences. (not only work experiences suchlatthe,71,ife

Career Game of Varenhorst (1968).) and, especially, on sample Work7experienceb .i.

.tnfortunately, if these activities are to be effective they must involve the
:co.-operation of,.the ComMunity as a whole and this represents a difficult sales
task:for the educationalguidante.worker. 'Italso requires a level. of zom-
petence,in terms of.vocational guidante which few schoolguidance officers have
had the training or the experience:to achieve. Withouttelevantfirst-hand
informatiOnConcerning the work environment and,.in:partitular, the .kinds of
work environments facing the'educationally retarded,cit islikely that the
"credibility gaP"-.between educator and student will increase instead of decrease.



The magnitude -of, the task:facing:us to understand and help the
adolescent With learning problems cannot.: be minimized. Unfortunately, in. this '

paper I have had to skim very superficially over the problem.-

However, what I would like to emphasize in closing is the imporfance
Of developing a tolerance for..di-Ve±sity. We seem to have lost' touch with
human values. .:We need to keep in' find Pope' -said; 'so long ago:

There's some Pdculiar in each leaf and grain,
Some unmarked fibre, or some varying vein:
Shall only Man be taken in the gross?
Grant but as

,many

sorts- of Mind as. Moss.
1
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CHAPTER 5

'ORGANIZATION AND IMPLEMENTATION 0 NDIVIDUALIZED
PROGRAMMES WITHIN THE FRAMEWORK' OF.A JUNIOR HIGH

SCHOOL

Sister Margaret
(Seton College, Mount Gravatt)

Seton College is a co-educational junior high school. Its enrolment
stands at 144 boys and girls ranging from 12+ to 16+. The ability range is
from below average ,to above average. The above average form a very small group,
no more than 10% of the whole school. 85% fall into the average band, whilst
those children bel.ow.average would Make up roughly 5% of the total enrolment:
As we are all very aware, achievement and ability do' not always keep pace. I
do not intend.to-treat of the many variables that account for this discrepancy,
rather will I confine my remarks as to how we meet this problem and how we
programme for students' individual differences.

Limiting of enrolments.

We have a fairly satisfactory student teacher ratio. We would wish that
we could do better, but finance and- physical set up of.the school do not allow
this ideal to be put into practice'as yet. The staff comprises seven full-time
teachers. and two part - time -ones. The enrolment figure will remain constant
over the next few years and it will never rise above 250.4he`staff will be
suitably and selectively increased. The student enrolment is drawn from the
normal school population range.. Preference'is given*to children with a specific
need, either economically, educationally or emotionally. Care is taken to keep
the 10% of children who are above average as _constant as applicatiOns allow.
We feel that this upper level is desirable in order to maintain an overall
balance. A rlpresentative student population-gives authenticity to the sociar
aspect of the school. Controlled number's not only lend themselves to a high
level of communication and acceptance of differences but they also facilitate
planning and productive implementation of programmes at varying levels.

PsychologicaZ implications

Starting with parent-teacher and ranging through teacher-student and
student student relationships we aim at a whole hearted acceptance of the
situation as*it is. Everyone is encouraged to face reality. The emphasis is
on a personalised approach. ."I am a person, I ;have 'something to give, please
accept it. I have needs, please meet them, .I have some worth, please depth it.
I want to succeed, please inspire and guide, me." This is our starting point

for organisation. It starts with people and not with things, even as early as
the, pre-enrolment interview.

Without an overall effort to build a self-image none of us is able to
begin to set a goal or even allow others to help-us do so., It is not hard to.

imaginewhat work needs to be done with children who arrive at, high school not



4,5

having- tasted:Sticce s, and alas, whO often h d.their fairilres:reipforced
through more successful peers Or siblings, ov r ambitiouS parents, and,
nnfortunately, teachers '%,Jtare short on.understanding.0

\-

Streaming cord programming

Withten.years experience we see that them is a deal of value in -

streaming students straight into the coursethey in nd b follow. We are of
the opinion that ayear is-lost.by Ting Grade 8 n lective year.' Th is
/also done because,-,M4t of our studen s are early boo leavers and they tient
to get.going on,the course they have already in mind. hould they change their
'options as somejiaVe done and Will continue to, do, they ick up- the necessary
subjects at subsenjor level. Before presenting for fine enrolments they, have
an ability and'achievement test at some recognised centre, usdally Guidance
and Special Education.. Towards the end of their schooling final test ds
given bYlabour and National Service.

Their pre-enroIment test results have to be available rior to*-their
enrolment interview.. The parents and the child are then aware f the stream
into which they will. betgoing. Throughout the firSt term, neeeSsary adjust-
ments are made according to the student's progress or in some cases, lack Of
same. We do not- aim to have an inflexible, homogeneousIclass situation. The
leVels in the class are dictated by the student's needs and not by the set
syllabus. Some function below that level, others need broadening, while others
neeet6 build their basic foUndations. We programme for individual differences
that present themselves in'every true ;earning situation. In this way'we avoid
blocking the individual's opportunity of success according to his -or her
idual ability.

We try to avoid being the incarnations of .the .old-adage,.'"There
destiny that shapes our erids,'\ Rough hew. them as we may," 'We do not .constitut!e:

.
outselVes: that destiny and rough hew the students as we may by.pushing them
into programmes iriline,with a\:yilabuS,' that for-a garticular Student, may be
quite unrealistic and)unattaina le: It is our hope that'in the future we may,be
able to abolish the tight'gradeStruCture and have,students working through the
school Within a given Minimum-or:maximum.time (say:three tofive-years):

placement

In this stream as in the normal stream, programmes are carefully written
to suit the individual needs: There are 34 children in this stream. The age
range is from 1.2+ years to 14+ years. The .acklievement range is from Grade .2 to

Grade 8. It is a challenging situation that calls for heroi-c patience, even
harder work and an ability. to accept disappointMent and to capitalise on .' 'success.

The children in this stream experience a sense of achievement,-often for
the f ;rst time in their school life. They~ taste success, their appetite for
learning is sharpened or awakened and many progressions take place within the
year or two years of the course. The 5% who are below average ability spend
three year/s in this situation and leave from this stream. Otbers who are
average, but who have a, specific learning deficit, usually reading, are .able to
pass into the main stream at, either Grade 8 or Grade 9 level. They fit into



whatever level they are able to .manage in-the various subjects. Some may go to
leveZ )pne in Mathematics and loa three in English. Again there is no attempt.
to achieve uniformity of levels and subjects. 0

In the Multi4evel stream, a high,priority is given to spoken English..
Good oral skills makelor a high level of communication anc4this.is one of the
aims of the school. The individualiSed approach may be gauged from the fact that
there would be at least 18 progtammes being f011owein a class of 34 children.
At least two teachers ,work in this stream - there are three at the,ptesent time..
Strong emphasis is placed on remediation Of learning deficits in this.stream.
In fact this remediationprocess goes on'throughout the entire school. 'Every
group has a specific remedial period each week. Reinforcement is assured fot
'each subject teacher realises that remedial teaching is not exClusively\the task
of .the remedial teacher. Hence the varying levels in each subject. The whole
impact of the remedial teacher and at the moment there are two such trained
teachers; would be lost if the subject teachers did not reinforce the work done
by these members of-staff.

,

Conclusidn

I would hope I have not oreated the impression that we have all the
_answers to a mu ti-level streaming and programming situation. Our school is not
another educati nal "Shangrile - a place where no_t!la cloud appears on the

..:horizon of the instructional sky. We do,.- however, Evy to face the situation

-Witt-ye sense of reality- We are acutely aware of our, limitatiOns but we endeaV-7-
our to cultivate realistic attitudes in student's which is a good starting point.
for helping theM,towards self - motivation. 1Westrive'to.use,every opportunity to
create a situation wherein.StUdents can leern how to.leatn. After..all

thiS one of theidentifyingmarksof true education. As KarlRogerssaid,. "The
only man ',who is' truly educated isithe man Who:,,has learned how to learn,".and
again "Knowledge gives a basis fdrmsecurity." Hence we strive to giVe the
students a Situation in which they.can use their levels of ability In learning
how: to learn more

This is .not an easy task. It is one that calls for hard work and a

spirit 9f enthusiasm and ,dedication. But, it is an extremely satisfying and

rewarding experience.
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(CHAPTER 6

AUDITORY IMMATURITY AS AN EDUCATIONAL HANDICAP

A.N. Lewis
(Department, of Speech Therapy)

)

Several years agd, Rosen (1967) audiologists for their
'reluctance to trespass across the boundaries of their discipline into therich,
new pastures of special education. More recently, Katz and Ulmer (1972)
framed an attractive invitation seeking audiological assistance in the diagnosis
,and remediation of children with special learning disabilities. Despite
assurances that their expertise is pertinent, audiolOgisp in Australia have
been sloyz.--e.o capitalise upon the opportunities for involvement in this, important
specialty. Their tardiness is :historical rather t- an in onal.,

In Australia, the science of audiology has grown up under medical
tptelage. Its specific assignment has been to detect deafness and to compensate
hearing impairment by appropriate fitting of hearing aids .on those individuals
who cannot he helped by surgical 044-medical intervention. For many years, in
fact, the Main repository of audiological knowledge and skill has been the
Commonwealth Acoustic Laboratories, whose policies and interests are strictly
curtailed by parliamentary enactment and by the "wing-clippinr proclivities
of the Commonwealth Treasury., The Laboratories authorisatioedoes not eittend
into educational matters, traditionally identified as prerdgatives of the

"States. But even the recent proliferation of audiologicab\clinicS in public
hospitals has failed generally to give the science a broader expression. Thase,
too, have been medically inspired and medically administered.

Perhaps the failure of audiology to shed the constraints of its history
is best explained by the meagreness of its inter-diSciplinary contacts. After
twenty-five years as a recogsed profession in this country, audiology has
achieved, academic standing oniy in one Australian University the University of
Queensland. I mention this somewhat ruefully, yet to assure you that, as

, educationalists, you sh ld entertain neither the hope nor the fear that audio-
logy in Australia will 4ove swiftly to stake out territorial claims on .your

.preserves. fj

0
Any encroachment that is intended will almost certainly be in the area.

(of diagnosis. Few Australian audiologists'possess..background"and training to
cope with the rigors of classroom teaching or even protracted individual
therapy. ,Ferhaps audiology can best serve the child with learning difficulties
by relinquishing some of its clinical attitudes to other disciplines more
directly concerned with remediation. The inclusion of audiology in the
Queensland Speech Therapy course is a step in this directiOn, but I can see no
good'- reason why relevant aspects ofudiology should not be taught to students '

of special education. Such an arrangement would haire the obvious merit of
welding medical-type diagnosis to educational-typ.g diagnosis. Diagnostic
dissection of the child often negleCts the problems of re-synthesiS, a
compelling argument for keeping both identification and remediation in the same
hands.



Despite the implied disadvantages:of diagnosis in a.vatuum-, I muat
`admit that..my own immediate/interest in the child w141special learning dis-
abilities isentlirely diagnostiCand alMOst exclusiely concerred.with.
Australian. Aboriginal children. Men.of these,:I believe,-fit accepted':
descriptions of this educational- syndrome. Myklebust (1964)"_applied the 'term,
-psycho-neurolbgical learning disorder, to children" who haYe
learning ability but Who make little progress academically." Elaborating on,
this,' he stated thati "It is apparent that many of these,children are not'j
mentally' deficient or primarily eMotional4y-diSturbed, <Rather, they have
sUstained.throngh disease,. traulma or 'heredity 4.minimal disorder-in the brain
which markedly affects aspecifictype of learning-.1v,-

Some prominent educationalists would. take issue, with the inference of
.brain. disorder, preferring a.non-ComMittal label such'es-"brain different" to
describe thehehavioural. incongruities of these' children. I shall.not be drawn
into thus debate. Terminology it! largely a matter of individual preference' Or.
orientation. The only, thing.athat seems-to count is:that:manyAildren.,,includ-
in& a large number of Aboriginal children, fail to thrive on a istandard
educatiOnal diet. The reasons for this will be diverse as,0_ndeed, will be
the reMedial,prescriptions. : ; .

One importantarea in which Aboriginal.chiidren seem:to be at risk.is..
the ardaof nutrition' . Birch and Gussow (1970) reviewed an extensive literature
that implicated'early malnutrition as a.cauSativefactor in retarded brain
growth and'Antellectual-deficit.'. MuchOf'theit evidence was drawn from animal,:

'experiments-, although- the.few human studies ir(the series' did nothing to)iispel:
the fear that any biological organism nutritionally deprived iduring'.periodsOf-
rapidbrain growth will suffer deVelopmental.abberatiOns. .Grossi.estiMates
brain stzeobtained through anthropometric measurement of head circumference'
'Support the ,impression that critical periodmalnutritionis prevalent in.
Aboriginal. children (Stuart\et al 1972) . Jose and Welsh (1970) have" shown,
moreover,: that over 50% of Aboriginal children. in Queensland in the age range-.
of six'monthS to three years suffer icimeform of growth retardation. . .Presumably;.

, .

this is a consequence of protein-calorie malnutrition and. malabsorption, either
through'episodesA)f-gastric disorder or:throughparasite infestation. These
authors alsolreport a strong relationship -between groWt.h retardation-and school.
performance, although we ehouldnot:bet;oo-read9. to, accept. a one to one relation-
ship: Poor:nutritional is, only one of the many papqmeters of
*elf.sadvanOge that might cottribute to.theAboriginal chiles'educationalhandi-
cap'. Birch and GUSSUY (1970) seemed close to the truth when they concluded
that,- "In. children,malnUtrition probably.does not act alone tOinterfere with
learning but'actain Concert with a numbef of Social.'cultural and.thedical
accOmplices. We;Should be careful to recognise,however, that shared.'

nnocence. It'-implies rather that the victim has
been multiply assailed nd needs multidirectional'defenceS.
complicit}, doeS,not'imply

In general erms, we,must agree that fine scholarSliaiely-spring from
unfine backgroun , bUt this, in.itself, would hardly Susta ..thearguMent that:
the learning i poveri4ments of Aboriginal children can be understood within ,

the framewor of Special. learning disabilities. We wIllneed to Cal?l.in
further wi, essea.i
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Studies of the psycho-linguistic abilities of Aboriginal children
disclose significant deficits in the auditOry-vocal channels of communication.
Using the Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities, ITPA, Teasdale and Katz
(1968) found. that Aboriginal' children in New South Wales gave inadequate
performanees on all auoi-itory, sub-testS,'but'matched-control group subjects on
most visual tests. On, the basis of this data, they argued that auditory
inefficiency was concomitant with<low socio-economic status, possibly reflecting
the limited linguistic models Of the disadvantages child's communication
environment. Similar ITPA profiles have been recorded in.Queensland by the
Van Leer Foundation project. This group also implicated linguistic models,
the.use.of non-standard English, as the culprit although they did comment that
many of the children in their samplessuffered.educationally significant hearing
impaiiments.

It is interesting to note that Holm and Kun (1969). obtained 'the same
,

auditorally; damaged ITPA profiles ftoM a group of c 'ldren suffering chronic
middle ear disease. Inadequate or inappropriate language stimulation was d

:controlled out of this study. It might well be that a child's language
development can be threatened alike b'y impoverished delivery that he'hears very .

well orrich linguistic utterance that he hears very poorly. If this is the
case, the Aboriginal child is uniquely at risk'fot hi,s language development
must survive both kinds of insdit. To the burden of faulty input is added-the'
burden of imperfect undetstanding.

.

Aboriginal 'ildren in Queensland suffer an unusually high incidence of
middle eat disease and aSsyiated,hearing i6pairment. Survey type studies.at

Gable
settlements have returned the following results'for school ,popplations;

. (Table 1).

TABLE I

Crude Incidence Percentages Of Children
With Significant Hearing Impairment

Community Incidence

Edward River (1970) 8%

. Cherbourg-(1970) 41%

Palm Island (1971) 34%.

Yarrabah (1971) 58% .

Cherbourg (1972) 27%

Woorabinaly (1972) 50%

The .peak incidence of disease,seemsto occur among pre-school children
and there is evidence on` ome settleMentS Ghat over 60%-are sentenced-to a
"stretch" of auditory deprivation from the age of six Months onwards.



Until recently, audiologists: paid Scant attentiOnto.the educational
,_consequencesbf,middle ear deafness. It does not have the grave., effects

speech. and language development that accompany.sensoti-neural-lesfonS and we
had 'assumed that, since riddle ear deafness usually follows an-episodic course,
the child's language d6elOpment would catch u0 during periods,of remission: '-

We now suspect that such optimism is without,foundation. It seems that the
iisteninwsttategiesend perceptual defences developed in times of famine will..
persist throUgh times of plenty. A child affected with middle ear deafness
dut'ing critical petiods. of pnguage development is forced to cope with an
inconsistent auditory wot1.4twhicn 'might vary from week t wo eek or even from day
to day. That his communication invOlVement should-be-attended by uncertainty,
inefficiencYand drifting, concentration is suxelY,f,noicausejor'sutprise.

. ,

Recent research has'estabrished'that.many consequencesOfsensorineural
deafnessoCcur in a lesser. degreejp.childrenWith'middle ear impairments.
Katz,(1965).rePee,tted sub4antial tte:ne decay in cases. of chronic otitis media.
This phenothenon, previously thOught to accompany only neural lesions'xpresses
itself as an inability, to Sustain .perception of continuous, sounds. At onset,

! the sound is heard-at a normal loudness level, but within .seconds it begins to
fade. In the past, this has been associated with hearing disorders that provoke
cohsiderable speeah'disctimination diffieultieg.

Roberts, Simon and Thomas (1974 examined the 'auditory-vocal reaction
times of children with middle ear, pathologies. They.found a reciprotal
relationship between stimulus,intenSitY and speed- of perception. . Intense:.

sounds:Were perceived tepidly; soft sounds suffered perceptual dela-;s. Their
conclusionSate both:intetesting and provocative.

1 :

''The intetpretation of simple spOken phrases imposes on the individual'
the need td attendto a complex:of many. tones which'swing over a 30 db range
from the - quietest phonemic units to the loudest: if, as the findings of this
study suggest,a reciprocal relatidnship exists hetween'the intensityof,sound
and its speed oft-perteption, it iS.Possible theta child with,a moderate degree
of conducti,:e hearing' loss in whom most ofthe quietestspeech gbunds heard will --
be barely loUder than his auditory thteshald, could perceive. the. loudest
phonetic units Of'speeCh,before the quieter ones - even thOugh they were spoken
in reverse order - thereby suffering auditory - temporal inversion, possibly

.
analogous' to the vispo-spatial inveAsions expetienced by a child with a
specific reading disability. ".

na
The effeCt:couId be doubly confounding for the conductively deafened

child since the louder elements of speech might exert a masking influence on
the softer units: thereby depriving the child of consonant sounds that carry
the bulk of intelligibility,: To add furthet substance'to this claim, Forcucci
and Stark (1972) demonstrated that, "children exhibiting possible fluctuating
hearing.losses tend to have a greater incidenceof speech-language deficiencies
than is. normally expectep. "

(

Whether or not it is accompanied by significant Iciss of hearing
Sensitivity, a middle ear lesion must be presumed to act as .a source of
distortion on the incoming speec4 signal. Adult. listeners toletate much
distorti:on; easily deriving, meaning from the fragments of information that



survive the distortion process The maturA brain is rich,in neurelogiCal, inter-
connections and is able to exploit a multiplicity of non-auditory ues that
accompany speech. It extract§ significance alsojrom subtle cbnte tual factor's
that'presuppose intimate familiarity with the language. These saf wards a
nobavailable to the immatdre brain,' beleagured as it is with degrade
patterns at the very time the child is setting down the neurological sub-
strates /

of .verbal coMmunitation.-

. Audiologists have hot fully explored.tha eXtent'to which a child's
speech and language development will suffer as a result of middle ear impairment.
PreocOupation with th'4,- gross educational effects of sensori-neural deafness has!:
.given us a research stance that.is somewhat insensitive ko subtle\eberaLions
in auditory perceptidil. The hearing deficits of severely deaf ,children can be..
assessed insimple.terms using pure tone signals and word- discrimination tests.
The primary defect is evident at the level of reception-and all higher proteas-
ing skills will suffer in consequence. It is inevitable. that the severely.deaf
child will be deficient in auditory memory .and will fail to make use. of the
whole array of auditory functions that depend'on Stereophony. The maturation of
these skills will be delayed or even obliterated unless the individual is
exposed.from bei.rth to a rich acoustical environment an hag.the sensory apparatus
to profit:froethia. experience. Auditory immaturity st mming from inadkuate,
auditory' stimulation is so predictable in the 'severely' eaf child that we liaVe
little occasion to,test for

Nuditory immaturity, may be found,, however, in children who are not deaf
in the accepted'sense :of rhe word. Pure tone sensitivity tests.and simple word
discrimination tasks might disc.lose no abnormality and yet the child is auditor.-
ally impaired'. His-problem will.Manifest itself as a learning disorder,' involving
specific asgects of the language process with consequent spillage into 'cognitive -`
and conceptuaareas of behaviout, As,MyklebUst (1964) explained, "We must'.
infer that when auditory language is lackinvor seriously.impeded, read and
written language are restricted on a reciprocal`basis:!

. In similar vein, Aardy (1967) supported the view that,' "The sensory
systems are closely interliaked.and that breakdowns in the management of inter-
sensory information

,

and the translation into motor output systems constitute
a major problem in children with central, nervous system dysfunctions, These..
integrative dysfunctions seem to'underly:the more4commOn 'language: disorders:"
Auditory immaturity is one of the -most common findingsin'children with reading
disabilities (Tarnopol, 1969)

t

°. It is not always a simple matter to demonstrate that a child's auditory
./

prodessing skills are immature or inefficient. quite often the inadequacies are-,
exceedingly subtle and might. well pass unnoticed'were it not for theatringen/
demands that preSent day educational expectancies impose on the neurologiCal
integi-ity of the child.'

In apprbaching the,problem of diagnosis -in this complex area, abdi6-
logists have concentrated on a number of auditory. functions thought to be
prerequisite to normal language develOpment An-extensive:literature on
language disturbances in temporal lobe lesions in the 8tainsuggests, fOr
instance; that language functions are represented primarily in.theleft'cerebral
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hemisphere more or less independently of other functional asymmetries such as
handedness,.eyedness and footedness. It appears that either hemisphere may
suhserve the interests of language' but that the majority of children develop a
laterality effect, giving a perceptual advantage to the left hemisphere, regard-
less of whether 'the child.is right or left handed. According to Nagafuchi
.(1970) and Kimura (1963), this effvt is evident by the age of thrqe or foUr
yearsi-a little earlier in girls than in boys. It is a furtive event that is
recognisable only when the two hemispheres are thrown into competition for the
perception of simultaneously presented speech material. Broadbent (1954)
devised a test in which he delivered synchronised pairs of digits to the left
and right ears of his. subjects. After three such pairs had been presented, he
asked the subjects to report-what they had heard. Instead of reporting back
in pairs (i.e., 46; 23; 95), most subjects reported all they had heard in one
ear, usually the right, before attempting to report anything from the other
side (i.e., 429; 635). Subsequent studies have shown that most people have a
significant right ear superiority for dichotic digit recall and this suggests
a lef cerebral dominance.

Somers and Taylor.(1972) presented a modified Broadbent test to a group
df chiltren with histories of speech and language delay. The expected right
ear superiority was not forthcoming, suggesting-qualitative differences in
cerebral speech processing., (1970) obtained similar evidence of
unstabilized laterality in a group of children with reading difficulties. Ling
(1971) worked with partially deaf children and again concluded that ear-
asymmetry had failed to develop in the majority of her subjects.

Far more pertinent to the present discussion is the evidence of Kimura
(1967) and Geffner and Hochberg (1971) 'that ear preference develops later in
children from low socio- economic backgrounds. Kimura accepts this as a sign of
auditory immaturity and relates it to the poor soholAstic achievements of
disadvantaged children. While advocating a need for cautious interpretation of
their findings, Geffner and Hochberg imply a possible link between malnutrition
and delayed cerebral dominance for language functions. Few.people would dispute
the merits of caution in any field of scientific enquiry, but ti-ie consistency
oratypical results'in children with learning difficulties and in children of
low socio-economic status favours the conclusion tha0 Loth groups are perform-
ing at a rudimentary level of language deVelopment.

Connors, Kramer and Guerra (1969) tested low achieving children on
dichotic listening' tasks and also on auditor); synthesis skills. ,,According to
these authors, auditory synthesis or sound blending "requires the abilities to
discriminate the component phonemes, to hold the elements in memory fore. brief
time and to achieve an integrated pattern with semantic and syntactic signific7
ance" Not only did the children tested show deficiencies-in blending, but they
had generally failed to establish ear preferences in the dichotic task. This

does'not imply that the two skills are functionally related, but suggests/
rather, that each is a measurable aspect of the sophisticated auditory processing
that is necessary for normal language development.

Perhaps the most important auditory skill fo1 educational purposes is
the ability to separatethe sound environment into figure and ground components;
an act of selective attention. Word comprehension against a competing background

r.-



of noise apparently requires the participatioh,of both ears and the-use of fine
time differences in the arrival of sound images, at the cortex.. Binaural
'incoordination at any level,. peripheral or central; might.place the individual . .

at considerable disadvantage if he has to.litten under less than perfect
acoustical conditions.

. .

. .

.Katz (1972) has'reported that 60% of children with learnint disabilities
'have auditory figure-ground confusions. Many of these children, in consequence,
Weill be functioning as deaf children in a classicoom situation that permits a
'high noise level..

Poor performances on speech-in-noise tests have also been recorded for-
Sociallydisadvantaged-children: Goldman and Sanders (1969) hypothesise that
noise levels in undeiptivile0d homes are characteristicaliThigh; but that
speakers raise theirvoices to over - ride the background sounds, depriving the
children of any opportunity to practice listening'-under unfavourable signal to
noise ratios.

'ISlispect that the problem is infinitely more complex than this; that
the. socially disadvantaged child, in fact; is burdened with many inequalities
Minoe'in.thethselves perhaps, yet colleCtively disastrous:to school achievement.
The persistent trends in the data on auditory imma'curity'would.favour the-view
that the educational dilemna of the poor child approXimates the handicap of
the .hill with minimal"cerebral dysfunction. There is no need to posttilate .

. identical lesions; altbOughcethese might exist in individual cases. The compar-
iSon'holdsgood onlyiat the level.of performance, suggesting a common mechanism'
that demolishes.the/Child's contact with his environment in the classroom Or
even in the home,/

In audiological terms, I see this as the effect of multiple, distoftions.
The multiple distortion 'hypothesis. was'- mostsexplicitly fotmulated through the
work. of Harris (1960) whp investigated the intluence of various.diStortions on
the intelligibility;of connected discourse. He introduced dittottion by having
his speakers eat a sandwich while talking,.by accelerating their rate, of
utterance and by talking with a peg on their noses. Further sources of distort-'
ion were contrived by controlled reverberations and periodic stimulus.interr-1.
uption.. He was at pains to simulate real life situations.

Such is the intrinsic redundancy of connected speech, that. any One-of
these distortions will deplete intelligibility only by ten percent. But if two
dittortionsiate combined.'(e.g, unfavourable reVetberations and d-accelerated
utterance) the otal.effeCt-is greater than the sum of the parts; the; istener
now suffers an intelligibility decrement of about fifty percent.- .The addition
of a third distortion will deritss the score to twenty percent and fpUrt1=Pmight
obliterate intelligibility altogether.

. .

Let us translate these observations to the liStening conditions of the
average, Aboriginal child attending a primary school. He brings to the class--

--room'a built-in distortion; his middle ear disorder. Then he encounters noise-/
masking.and possibly poor room acoustics. His teacher's VOiteis always cryttal-
clear, but it belongs to a different Culture.' 'The inflections are different as
also the rate of utterance.. Much of the vocabulary is unfamiliar.. The -
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. /
physical constraints of the classroom and the need .for orderly behaviour deprive
him of many non-aUditory cues- to: facial,animation, movement;
gesture emotion, and he is thrown back'ont0 his auditory resources, the very
areas inwhich he ia,least capable. But add to this the probability that he is
sick, that his nose isc-runningf that his stomach contains more parasiteS than
food. Then add the gnawing persuasion that.the subject matter of his curriculum .

is alien to the needs and expectancies of his culture.. Add the unremitting
spectre of'past defeats.' Combine all these in the one child and Ydu really. have
a scholar on your hands:

It would-be pOasibletb conceptualise similar distortion matrices for
.all socially disadvantagedchildren and, indeed, foCaliChildien with specific
learning disabilities, The elements would vary but the end results wbuld be
Much the same, leading, in each case,"to an inability to draw sustenance from
the learning environment of a normal classroom.

-4; -. .
.

Perhaps it is expected that havingconvicte& auditory immaturityas.a
major source of educational incompetence, I should now pontificateon remedial-

\or conservational strategies.available to the classroom teacher . I hesitate to
do this, never having faced a gro sup of with a tick of Oh lk in my hand
and being well.separated in time from. my own'traumatic ekperienCes of classroom
learning, bilt there dappear to be some general .13rinciples, the practicality Of
whichj Will leave you to decide.

1. -There'seems to be needto conduct.a substantial part of the child's
education under acoustically. controlled conditions.. This might be
accomplished by reverberation treatment of classrooms and by effective
isolation of classrooms from noisy areas in,the school.

To ensure that the child with special learning disabilities is,nOt drawn
ta'irrelevant stimuli, class sizephOuld be kepttoa. Minimum: Effective
use might be made of auditory training deVices used in deaf schools,
especially those. that incorporate loop induction systems that give the
child personal control over stimulus intensity..

The opportunity to exploit.non-auditory cues to understanding requires.
a "laissez faire", classrooth atmosphere that almostbdertainly conflicts'
with theneed for silenCe. Some part of the child's activities should
be'spenCin unrestricted communicational interaction., and some in

contrived. situational play. . .

/

At a more specific level, auditorally immature thildrenvould.profit, I
imaginefrom methods of instruction that gave multiplerepresentations
of stimulus material. This not'only implies the use of inter- sensory 1
presentations, but multiple'cueing'within a givenmodality. In language .

stimulation,for example, one should say:

This is a ball.
It is a big ball.
This big.red ball is round.
Roll the ball. .

BOunce the. ball on the floor.
Throw the ball to Harry. a

Put the ball doWn now.
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This is.an application of the carnival, philosophY that'what,you lose on
the swings ybu'might recoup on theiroUndabouts._

Auditory discrimination training_and.phonemic synthesis training have'
been shown to produce-significant gains in diverSe areas of -language_
development. This form'of-intervention is likely to do.themost good
if:given in a programmed learning situation in which goals.and rewards
are never. too distant.

The literatUre abounds with exhortations to set a-slow pace, to.,
reiterate, to'reinfOrcei to enrich experience, to limit distractlbns, to
motivate, to resist all-tendencies to pass judgeMent, to work to the
strengths, to involVe,parents and a host of other wisdoms, and in-sights.,
that educatiOnaIistalist as th& ingredients of successful teaching.
I have no comgient other than the vague suspicion that too:many
prescriptions might be as .bad;- for .the patient as too-few.

,

Medical conditions such as ear disease should re ive energetic treat-
ment without'delay.

. .

. In short, give:this child an educational environment that is more like
a cliniC than a school.. Remove himHfrom the scene of his failure. Treat him
not as .a pupil, but- as. a patient, according him the full range of benefits
that should be available through any registered educational practitioner.
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CHAPTER 7

PRESCRIPTIVE TEACHING OF CHILDREN

WITH LEARNING DISABILITIES

Joan K. Atkinson and V. Patricia Gunn
(Fred and Eleanor Schonell Educational Research Centre

In the early 1960's special educators became dissatisfied with the use-
fulness of 'etiologically oriented diagnosis and switched their attentions away
from the concepts of causation and classification. Special psycho-educational
diagnostic tests such as the ITPA and the Frostig Developmental Test'of Visual
Perception were developed in an attempt to bridge the gap between diagnosis and
remediation. Diagnosis now becathe concerned with the processes within the child
and the emphasis was on basic perceptual, integrative and expressive functions.
Intra- as Well as inter- individual variability was stressed and prescriptive -

teaching programmes were developed to remedy deficits seen as detrimental to
learning. These prescriptive teaching programmes corr,esponded point for'point
with the diagnostic hypotheses generated from the test' results.

Unfortunately, the emphasis on the correlates underlying the learning
problem in this diagnostic-remedial approach was sometimes narrowly interpreted
as being all that was required for the remediation Of educatiOnal problems and
consideration of educational tasks and their components was neglected.

Consequently, Mann and others expressed increasing concern about current
remedial. practice. -To quote Mann (1970) "professional fascination with percep-
tual apProaches has meant a neglect of the multitude of physical education,
penmanship and drawing techniques that could haVe accomplished much the same or
Even better results arid.would have been far more relevant to the child's school
and other life pursuits. Digression from the relevant may be the most glaring
indictment to be made of the differential training approaches." Cohen (1971)
with much the same viewpoint has made an even stronger statement: "I would play
the visual perception game'ifpI were in the visual perception business." He;

,,concluded by sayj4ig that ,the reading field-... teach letters and words."
Of course there are cases. where perceptual training is relevant to the child's
whole life activities and even Cohen Admits that such training may be necessary
"in rare cases" to get the child "behind'a desk and on to paper."

Another ucationist who believes that not enough emphasis has been
'placed on relevant academic requirements is Peter (1972) who has/described an
alterhative form of prescriptiVeteaching which'is based on the child's present
behaviours and on specific educational requirements. According to Peter

. the present interaction with the environment is unsatisfactory the
only effective intervention the teacher can make is to manipulate some
events here and now. There is no way the teacher an prevent .or reverse

past events and it is not in his area of competency or responsibility to .

correct biological or organic defects. Regardless of the nature of past
events, the child is interacting with the current environment."
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This kind of viewpoint depends to a large extent on behaviourist .

concepts of how, to modify performance in order to.allow the child to operate
adequately in his present environment.' It represents.achange in foals"- away
from processes assumed within the child,' to present behaviours and manipulation
of current events.

What is the task analysis approach?

The new emphasis is on specifying observable, educational objectives
and identifyini the specific tasks the child needs to be taught to realize
these objectives. A related emphasis is on the analysis of tasks to be-taught
into sequential component sub-steps, to ensuretmastery of the objectives'. After
objectives have been established, procedures, content' and method relevant tothe
achievement of desired outcomes are selected.

The answer to the question "What does the child-nee& to be taught?" may
be derived both from classroom observation and from performahce on tests
designed to measure skill atastery.

The anSwer'to the question "Why should the tasks be broken down into
smaller sub-steps? might best be answered by looking at how a 0141 learn's
Say, a motor skill tike learning to ride .a bicycle. Some children with an
aptitude for -.all. three skills cifsteering, balancing and pedalling may be able
to jump on,thebike and ride away almost at their first attempts. Others may
find the steps of steering and pedalling relatively:easy .but may-haveto spend
some weeks .perfecting their balance. . .

The same *And of assumption canwell_be applied ~to academicprogrammes
whether they be concerned.With adVancedphysics,'elementary mathematics or
reading. Some pupils will proceed with such ease through all the components of
the task, that thesdbsteps.may scarcely be. discernible. But others, with
difficulties, ,urialneed to be given the opportunity,tO master a little at a time
if.they are to achieve complete mastery of the skill.(Figure

SUB SKILLS
AND.

OBJECTIVES
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When this task analysis approach applied to an academit programme, the
first requirement is a clear. statement of specific objectives. These objectiVes
,must be stated so precisely that accomplishment can-be readily determined. For
example, they would not be phrased in such-terms as "Improve spelling" but may
take the form "Thechild will correctly spell twenty words fromIthe Dolch list
which the teacher dictateS to hit."

Objectives always describe what-thAearper to-'demonStrate
achievement: .A statement of'objectiveS Uses. words.like "name," "draw,"
"point".in contrast to'leSs specific.verliS like "appreciate,'" noW' and "under7,

, stand."

When objectives are set down the hext step is to determ ne the level of
(the pupil's mastery, and the preScriptive teaching ,which follow11'o ows '11 be geared
to the pupil's task deficits. Instruction in turn; is followedlby evaluation.
to assess the extent to which thetchild has attained the prescribed objectived.
When these objectives have heen'attained, the pupil proceeds.to the next sub-set
of objectiveS and the teaching/testing cycle resumes.

1

Evaluation in the task analysis approach

.
.

'The role of evaluatiomor assessment in the task- analysis approach is a..
major one It is used todetermine the current skill:behayiours:of the child ,.

and measures IndiVidualprogyess.(atregUlar.intervalS) by-indicattng which
skills have Or have notbeen mastered.. ., It identifies thoSe additionalvexper.;.
.:.iences necessary to achieve'mastery of instructional objectiveS as well as-
indicating the apprOpriate skill status necessary for 'entry to progress.in the,.

. . .

.next highest level of the study skills.
. li

Criterionreferenced tests are valuable for use in this kinds of assess-
ment in,that theysmeasure individuil student progress towards` explicit

.

,objectives: by assessing the degree of mastery 'of material taught and learned `in
a specific time-frate, and.theyalso identify those additional stepS or
experiences-necessary for mastery.r_

Consequently they are more. appropriate in the task analySia approach
than are the commonly used normative tests whiCh.evaluatethe child's. performance
in terms of standardS:reached by other childfeh. The DOmainPhohics:Testwhich 7
covers a range of objectives in the.phonic analysis area is one example of a
criterion-referenced-test of reading:

A complete design using the task analysis, approach is the. Wisconsin
DOsign for Reading Skill- which has four fundamental purposes L.

"1. Identify and__:_desc

competence An reac: h g.

2. Assess each,individua pupil's skill development status.

3. Manage instruction for' children with -different learning needs.'

4. .Monitor each pupil's progresg."
(Otto and Askov, 1972)
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The skills regarded as necessary in the Wisconsin Design a

Word Attack
Comprehension
Study Skills
Self Directed Reading
Interpretive Reading
Creative Reading

r r

F

.A listing of these skills then leads to a statement of ablectives. These
objectives specify the behaviour required from the pupil in order tofshow he has
mastered the appropriate skill. An example of one of the skills, soTlic of its
sub-skills and their corresponding objectives, is shown, in Figgre 2.

LEVEL C

2. Flas Phonic Anitysis Skills

a. Consonants and their variant sounds
Objective: Given wards containing variant sounds of c, s, and g
(e.g. cake-city, sit-trees, go-giant), the child, indicates whether the
underlined letters in given pairs of words have the same or differ-.

ent sounds.

b. Comso ntiblends
Objective: Given realaor nonsense words beginning with the
consonant blends st, sk, sm, sp, sw, sn, the child:

identifies the two letters that stand for the initial blend
in words pronounced by the teacher;. Of

identifies words that begin with the same blend as a
stimulus word pronounced by the teacher and

pronounces words that begin with the listed blends.

J 7 . .

Figure 2; Skills:and Objectives (Otto and Askov,71972)

The' second step is to as,sess the individual pupil'slevel of skill
- ,

mastery by using test .items based on\each objective.1

o,/
The third 'stage is concerned with the maagemeni. of instructi'on so that

all the children are given arogramme suitble for their different develop -.'
mentalneeds.

Finally, each pupidE's:progress is constantly monitored.
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The managementiof the overall reading programme in a school or class7
room requires. that modificationq'be made according toithe needs of different
children. The developmental programme caters for,-the norMal child who moves
through' a skill development sequence without problems. The pace of the
instruction may be.acceleraied or slowed dole to fit the'needs of,,either fast
or slow learners, hence the-accellerated instruction and adapted instruction.
groupd.

Other groups of children who are notislow.learnera but who need addition-.
al help may receive either correctiive'Prremedial-irnuctibh. Coriective

. instruction is designed:to eliminate gaPs-or minor.deficienCies in readihvskills.
Remedfal.ffistruction,is reserved for those pupils with severe'deeicits'hotcadsta
by limited intellectual ability.

. 4 .

When =an overall reading programme is designed in,tdis way it breaks
away 'from traditional grade levels but instead itis-gUidediby the-pupil's
attainment'levels,,Iearning °rates ands requirements for additiOnal help. Although
this'particulardesign is concerned on y with reading skills,.thP same .printiples..
may be 'applied programme's in other teas:,

The Wisconsincprogramme..starts off by giving an fnitial assessment
all the-children. The test' items are7based on the, specific skill objectivps.
After ,these tests.have.been -Scored and the skillS mas.eered.have been notedr tfie'
Word Attaek Profileci'rds are notched for eachchild acCOrdinO.o hi6 results."'
If a .child has.been tested at level C betahae he haa all the A:agid B level ,
skills, his card -will be notched next to the skills which he has mastered'at

I.
-

Since
,

he has theA and B level skills, the holes marled "all A skills ",.
arfd "all.B skills",Will also be notched open, ,,The cards may then be separated..
acdording.to difficulty level.by runninga skewer through. the appropriate holes..
First the skewer is passed- through'the:A level hole., :The cards that stay on the

I

skewer belong..tp workingorking .at level A. The procedure may.,:thentbe

repeated by passing tht skewer through LesilccessivelY
-
higher levelS.

I - t,-'' ' ' .:-'.... ',' .. ,.- .7

In thisway a large number or children can be efficiently allocated to.
the different reading programmes .(Figure°:3)- 'A set of oyectiveSaPecifying,the-

-\ -readling skills required ip determined for the entire class :.or school. It is 3
then modified with regard to fts_range,. bothfor'the:accelerated and for the.-

adapted .programmes. A sub-Set of.,obJectip.es-is also chosen on the bakistof.the
,heeds.of those in the corrective and:remedial groups. !.

Children with specific learning7difficultieS who will be. allocated to
".the'remedtal-Programme,will now ,be se; objectives to be attained over a Short:

,-peri6d of''stime.

:,'By setting a small number of:ohdectives to be achieved in a short
period oftime,! ther, p. is a greater chance that thpupii Will be.'successful.
This is important fOr.all. children but espeCially so for those:Who have,had

4

,a long history of failure..
Cd.
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The Overall Developmental
Reading Program.

,Goal:

Reading aqhievement approaching. .

. the limits of each
person's capacity.

Accelerated
instruction

Adapted
instruction`

Developmental.
instruction

Corrective
instruction..

'Figure 3: Overall Reading Progralti

%-
-,-The next .stage iS the,,impleTentation pf the teaching ptogramme. -A

feature pf.:t_h e design i s that it enqurages' teachers 't build-up a resburce file
oCmaterial keyed to'the'teachIng of specific pbjectives T 's file-can be
augmented by teacher's in:a-..dr'oup,andontainelevarit.Material of all kinds
worksheets, auctioisUal materials; parts of commercial progratthe'and a
re4erencejist zorappiOpriate-ate of readers.and work bOoks It is at this

..-etAge thatsome adaptai,ion pfthetaSk-.referenced style o prescriptive teaching
seems desirable ferthe'i'eMedial,programme. be7eXpecfaiE71HT-Ormation
gained ,thKoUghthe use oksome oftheoldet.,diagnostic n7reMedial procedures ca
"make theiiIipleRsnted programMe:More,eff!ectiVec ,A betterxesult' may Be obtained

inatanceheteaclier kno4 that:Child's diagnostic, profile.
Severe defiCitS in auditory areas. She could then Modify.her ,presentation-of

of

and the. chi?_ci!s practice accordingly:,

Remedial
instruction

ladgpted from Otto and Askov, 1972;.p.54 },
.
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Once again assessment focuses on mastery of skills. The test questions
ask the child to perform in a way that will demonstrate whether or not he has
mastered the set objectives. The major intent is to measure individual progress
and identify any additional sub-skills which may be required for complete
mastery' If the child has attained the required objectives, he will be assigned
the next set of objectives.

The kind of questions which should be asked if the'child does not attain
mastery,of the objective include:

(a) Does he require more practice? Practice is very important for, tie
specific learning disabilities' child if he is to retain new
learning. .

(b) 'Should the skills analysis' beyevised? Are the steps too large?

(c) Is more diagnostic information required concerning the child's
abilities?

(d) Were the materials and methods adequate? With this ir. mind
Engelmann (1967) criticized the attitude which.assumes that "
If the children succeed, the programme is responsible; if they 'fail,
the children are responsible." The teacher must be prepared to
critically examine her own effectiveness.

3

(e) Most importantly, look at the type of rewards and reinforcement
which the child received. If children are learning slOwly'.and
putting forward a gxeat deal of effort, tangible rewards may be
the most effective at first. in all cases, it is important to
reinforce correct responses by repeating the response, and by
pr is the child.

Perhaps the outstanding contribution which the task analysis approach can
mftke to remedial teaching js its insistence on the systematization of objectives.
So often, the teacher has only the global aim in mind of raising the child's
reading age. And too, often methods are selected prior to determining what the
child should he able to do at the end of the programMe. This is not only

illogical. It 'is inefficient.

Systematization may .also serve as an encouragement to the child. Clearly
&fined objectives provide him with recognizable goals and help him to know
exactly what is expected of him. This .gives him a sense of purpose while
progress through the goals reinforces his confidence and self-esteem.

Since the child with learning disabilities has had more than his share
of failure with academic tasks, he values success and reward more highly than .

other children. This is why a prescriptive programme-which can manipulate
success through 'the mastery of a series of small well-planned steps can be
,effectiVe. Precisely defined objectives also provide a clear basis forcommun-
ication with parents and other teachers about the child's progress.

It must be recognized, however,'that not enough is known about the total

"-...reading process for all its sub -- skills to be unambiguously defined. This means

Are still likely ;to find th-,t prescriptive teaching based on task
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analysis will not be the complete answer for teaching those children with

severe learning disabilities. There will be a greater possibility Of success
if knowledge gained frdm the individual child's diagnostic profile is used to

modify the instructional presentation. In this way, prescriptive teaching can
become a matching of two profiles, one related to the learner2s abilities and

the other tosthe requirements of the educational task.
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CHAPTER 8

A DEVELOPMENTAL APPROACH TO IDENTIFICATION AND

TREATMENT OF CHILDREN WITH MINIMAL CEREBRAL DYSFUNCTION

Yvonne R. Burns
(Physiotherapist"lin-Charge, Queensland Spastic Welfare League)

L

The problems- faced by a child who, has inadequate or inaccurate mechan-
isms of sensory input, integration and performance are now well recognised, but

. unfortunately, it is in the child who is-attempting to establish the highly
integrated functions of poqure, movement, vision and audition reqUired'to
achieve the skills.of reading, writing and expiessive'language that the problems
become obvious. By this time many have experienced frustration and emotional
setbacks as a result of their inability to tope with normal environmental
experiences. With very early identification, assessment, and treatment, it is'
hoped .to prevent many of the-secondary problems, as well as to alleviate the
fundamental problems. 1/4

.

What are the bases on which skills and percepts are bdilt? How does
dysfunction of these basic processes contribute to the resultant problems? How
can they ,be assessed and treated ?.

yr'

nroblem
'

If a child's concept of his own body, its parts, its position, or the
space it `occupies, is disC)rdered, then the movement of the body through an
environment filled with objects, changing sequences,,surfaces and visual clues,
becomes a hazardous journey. If he lacksthe efficiene postural mechanism by
which he can constantly relate himself to gravity, the earth and himself, then
all motor activities will 'be catried out with difficulty as movement dep ds

on a stable postural basis.

If visual information, which later becomes the dominant sqpse, is
disturbed,by field defects, unco-ordinated eye movements, squints, dr lack of
visual fixation, then spatial concepts, postural orientation, attention to the
specific, will be wrought with problems and anxieties. The problem, however, is
no only of sensory input but involves the organisation and integration ofthis
input, then the selection and performance of the appropriate response.
Observablemanifestations may includesuch obvious items as clumsy poorly eo-
ordinated movement, diiection and spatial confusiowy. inability to cross-the-
midline, difficulty to copy position1 inattention, hyperactivity, hypo
activity, inappropriate responses, abnormal fears, exaggerated defensive
mechanisms, and disorganisation of expressive responses.'

r.

Developmental concepts

As, early as 1947, Arnold Gesell.(1947) drew. attention to the intertwin-
ing of the sensory-motor skills of the infant. Later-Piaget (1963) emphasised
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the use of ready-made reflex responses in the newborn, followed by the sensory-
motor learning between one to three months with what he called circular
responses (see-reach-touch), followed again by.the six to seven month stage when
the child causes an event to occur. Kephart (1966) is particularly recognised
PROPhis emphasis of the fact that the skills necessary for educational processes
were based on the orderly development of motor patterns, and he drew attention
to the importance of awareness of body parts, position and space. However his
programmes of'remediation depend heavily on acquired motor patterns, "splinter"
skills and cortical'compensation.

Denhoff (1969) in his discussions of the neurologically deviant child,
drew attention to the behaviour manifestations found in infant monkeys who have
been deprived of oxygen for varying lengths of time, wikh were almost identical
with those of deviant human infants, i.e., fear of height, clumsiness, impaired
balance and disturbed gait.

Recent work by neurophysiologists theoretically supports the processes
of, interaction and interdependence of information from sensory modalities.
Supported by this work, Jean Ayres (1972) hypothesizes that "the development of
sensory integration follows a hierarchy involving all sensory systems". She
-further expounds that one result of integration is perception. Intersensory
association and integration are dependent on adequate communication between
different parts of the brain, including communication between the two cerebral
hemispheres. The most significant area of intersensory integration is the brain -
tem, including the. reticular formation, the thalamus and other mid-brain centres

.aird nuclei. The brain functions as a whole, one structure being dependent on
the other, i.e., the higher levels being dependent on the lower.

It has/been shown experimentally that a certain amount of tactile stim-
ulation is essential to maintain the organisation of the brain. The tactile
system is even more significant as it is the most mature system at"the time of
birth. The vestibular system also provides the infant with information regarding
the relationship of his body to the environment. Stimulation of one sensory
modality may enhance the efficiency of function of another. It has been found
that a child with disorders of tactlo .sensation often has a craving for it, and
bombardment of the general tactile system at the brainstem level will influence
other areas of the brain including increased integration at the cortical level.
It seems likely that the visual, oculomotor, propriaceptive, simple postural
and locomotor responses, mediated largely through the,brainstem, tend to function
together. Consequently a defect in the earliest sensory information processes
has the ability to affect'all later developing systems.

ofA keen observer ot the development of perceptual and motor responses in
the newborn infant was the FrenchmarAndrd Thomas (1960). He regards movement
in the infant as existing on a continuum beginning in the life of the foetus.
The initial stimulation of the foetus is tactile in origin, coming from the
pressure of the mother's abdomen, and contact with his own'body parts. Reflex
movements occur in response to these stimuli and build up to the readily recog-
nised behaviour and motor responses of the newborn. Such patterns, as the
,walking reflex, which Thomas showed as being capable of adaptive processing,
are present in the first week of life, i.e., stepping over an object placed in

front of the'foot. Once again, it is recognised, that factors interfering with
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develo:;ment at or before birth would affect the nature of these responses and
their integration, the basis for the development of all normal motor,patterns:

A sequential rationale could thus follow:- Stimulation before birth is
mainly tactile, while soon after birth there is increased tactile and oral
stimulation. By three months the vestibular and visual areas are playing an
important role, ith gross proprioceptive and auditory awareness coming more
into the picture. Tactile areas at this time are becoming even more efficient
receptcrs. By six months the vestibular reactions are very strong (Landau
reaction, "righting" reactions, and protective*responses), and are supported by
strong proprioceptive input. Visual localisation is also good. The proprio-
ceptive areas receive much reinforcement through the bouncing and gross body
movements that delight the baby at this age.

About nine to ten months, integration has reached the stage where visuo-
motor responses are possible (see-reach-grasp), and a stable postural back-
ground allows the child to,move his body from one plane to another and to raise
the centre of gravity (e.g. to assume sitting and to crawl). By twelv to
fourteen months the child has enough knowledge of himself t9 alloviparticipation
in the surrounding environment; however, dt this stage all space is,relative to
himself (i.e. the distance he can reach, the space he occupies when."climbing in
or under, and then the distance between himself and an object). During the next
twelve months, integration and association of information from all basic' reas
helps the child to develop spatial relationships between objects without
reference to himself. '8o by two years the use of cortical areas can organise
and select appropriate information, to nake consistent space judgements
(objective space), which in turn allow a freedom of movement through the
environment.

ECZPZ:i ?;7t770,-Z

At the Department of Developmental Neurology, Groningen, follow-up
. studies have been carried out on a large number of babies examined in the

neonatal period. These studies showed a high correlation between newborn
neurologically deviant babies and deviant pre-school (4 years) and school-aged
(8-10 years) children, (2rechtl, 1965).

Andther seven year seudy was carried out onchildreh all born in Rhode
Island in 1961 (Denhoff,, Hainsworth, Hainsworth and Myklebust, 1971). Two
,preliminary neurological indices were carried out, by rating items of the
pediatrician's neurological observations and defects both at birth and accum-
ulated in the first twelve months. In 1968-69 these children were retested on
several psychological assessment scales and the follbwing tentative concluSions
drawn:

1- As much attention ought to be paid to careful descriptions of behaviour
and function in the newborn as to the search for etiology.

2. Carefully weighted pediatric observations correlate significantly with
psychoneurological function seven years later.

4

3. Composite indices are better indicators of the "at risk" infant, and his
later development, than single measures of either stress or outcome.
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4. Early tagging of stressed or neurologically suspect children could have
great value in pointing to the need for a programme of developmental
stimulation to possibly reduce the incidence of inadequate function and
achievement at school age.

of arproac,: to assecsment and t,reatmcn1-.

During our (Burns and [latter, 1971) assessment and treatment of babies
with delayed or abnormal development, it was often apparent that the child's
problems were associated with abnormal awareness of his body, its parts, its
position and an awareness of the space through which it moved. Many of the same
problems were apparent in a more complex form in the older children with the so-
called "perception" problems. These body awareness problems caused a lack of
planned movement, often fear, and an inability to profit from or cope with the

.

experiential environment. On the basis of our experience we have endeavoured.to
group these basic motor reactions to certain situatibns under five main areas.
Our assessment then involveS careful clinical observations of the child, not a
formal test. As far as possible we use tasks or behaviours -which have seen
normalised by researchers in other fields, as occurring within a certain age
range in the general. population. The method therefore can be ali4pted for use at
any age (1 day 24 weeks - 6 years - 16 ),ears) by raising the level of the
tasks. This versatility also permits its use in the assessing of physically or
mentally handicapped children.

.The whole approach is a background to the more symptomatic approaches of
assessment, not a substitute. The scheme is based on a neurological develop-
mental method and there is a reasonably logical sequence ,of events.

As already mentioned the first responses of the childftare largely,
tactile, folloWed by vestibular and visual, then as the ability of the child to
adjust becomes stronger, allowing weight to be' taken momentarily, proprioceptive
input is added. At the same time movement, although largely reflex and auto-
matic, is occurring, giving kinaesthetic feedback. As the input from each area
increases in quantity, the child develops responses to that input, be it tactile,
visual, auditory, oral propriocevNe, vestibular, painful, enjoyable, effective'.
or ineffective, and so a quality/of 2 sponse de elops. The primitive grasp
reaction modified, until suitable for ne cro Jiet, the reciprocal aimless
kicking streamlined to the fi.ne4 ballet v e ts. Hence this sequential
developmental rationale of asses ent and tire, ment is based on'the importance
of low leve.1_ systems involving inte Oh, feedback, and servo=mechanisms, for
basic automatic response. These responses may themselves stimulate, but also be

/ modified by higher levels.

Motor planning, which is 'the ability to plan_economic and efficient
movement patterns appropriate to the situation, relies,heavily on these lower
le\vel responses but also requires high level cortical function:

(a) in the selection of appropriate information,

(b) the organisation of this information,

(c) the persistence or constancy of matter,

(d) the memory of previous experience.
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These cotplex responses are those so often used in the symptomatic
assessment and hence the difficulties experienced in differentiation of
symptoms.

- ,ifo(nto3fon tczok examnloo

As the theme of this paper implies, there are often signs of "Minimal
Cerebral Dysfunction". These so-called "soft" neurological signs are evident.
in 'children having apparent "perception" problems (both "soft" and "perxeption"
being wide non-explanatory cover terms). It is important to take heed of the
warning of Touwen and Prechtl (1970), "The classical adult neurological exam-
ination is of little use to test the dysfunction of a developing neurological
system ".

1. Evaluation of the presence of specific signs of cerebral damage, or
dysfunction.

2. Test ior the persistence of primitive patterns of movement and posture
that should be integrated.

3. Test for the establishment of the appropriate sequential postural and
balance reactions..

4. The ,effect of (2) and (3) in particular developmental positions and
movements,

5. Awareness of body parts, awareness of body position and awareness of
body space.

6. Motor planning involving the ability to copy pcy_ition and perform
appropriate voluntary tasks.

7. The ability to perform skills involving speed, balance, rhythm and
direction and the ability to learn new tasks.

It is impbrtant to record the behavioural level of the child (e.g. deep
asleep, restless sleep, awake and happy, distressed) during the assessment as
this will affect the response. In the infant under three months it is
imperative as the "state" will drastically alter the muscle tone and therefore
the-quality of reflex response (Lenard, Bernuth and Prechtl, 1968).

Test and task -7,,Xar7r) Ze

As those present at this seminar are mainly concerned with, and have
knowledge of, school-age children, I will endeavour to approximate recognisable

- signs and task levels for this age group w-7th passing reference to the younger
child.

1. Some of the specific signs that may be noted are the presence of
involuntary movement or tromor, onkinesis (mirror'movements), abnormal
muscle tone, abnormal or primitive movement patterns, and ;23per- OP
io-reactivit:? to stimuli.
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This leads one to test for the persistence of primitive reflex reactions.
These may be manifestations of the tonic reflexes, e.g. the asymmetrical

,:cck reflex, normally integrated by the fifth mont%, may be seen in
the extension of th0 facial arm and flexion of the occipital arm when the
head is turned, during postural holding positions. Another example is
the persistence of the tonic labyrinthine reaction, making it difficult
for a child to maintain total extension of trunk and limbs while lying
prone Con the tummy). These reactions are largely integrated by the
development of postural and balance reactions (Bobath, 1968). Postural
reactions not only integrate the former but provide the basis for a
total body schema.

Without a mature postural mechanism the child has no chance to perform
highly co-ordinated movements.

3. The ability to adjust the head to gravity, the head to the body, and
body to itself are called righting reactions. The child then learns to
maintain total postural extension (6 months) followed by the ability to
protect the body when falling by extending the arms,or the legs. The
child with poor righting may be notl.ced by his inability to told a
stable postural position, or to maintain an upright head position while
concentrating on other tasks. Movement may look awkward and lack a
smooth rhythmical flow from one position to another. Each righting
reaction is tested separately. The equilibrium reactions are the high-
est level of postural reaction and are those reactions enabling

balance?. Rather than protect the body as it falls (protect-
ive reactions), the eau27librum roctio)is prevent the fallooccurring
by counteracting the disturbing force. The child who keeps falling over,
or who cannot perform standard balance activities, nay have a lack of
dedelopment of these reactions.

4. The'reactions and function of vhe child, in different position* Indicates
the le17,,T of r7afur:zt7.3n of posture (areas 2 and 3) and level of
,3..7)PL4 11teg2'.itl:(!, e.g. crawling pattern, maturation of sitting
po4ture and gait.

5. Awareness Of body parts seems largely dependent on tactile information.
Reaction to tactile stimulation may range from positive rejection and
avoidance, to ignoring of a part, finger agnosia (inability to disting-
uish which finger has been touched) and astereognosis (inability to
distinguish differing shapes in the hand). The child with finger agnosia
Will be clumsy and the more so when not watching what he is doing - the
child,who.loses the food off his plate; the child who can't hold his
-pencil firmly. I wonder if it is like having a pair of gloves on the
hands?'

Awareness of body position must rely on the above but also on proprio-
ceptive and kinaesthetic information from joint and muscle tension, to give the
required information for awareness of the'changing relationships that can exist
between each body part; e.g., the child who tries to hide but leaves his legs
sticking out,the child who has to look to see if his feet are straight, or the
child who cannot curl up small, make a' bridge, etc. (may be associated with
apraxit)., The older child is tested for position agnosia, while in the younger
child rather subtle use is made of certain body positions.
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Awareness of body space relies on the abovt two areas but also on vesti-
bular and on visual inpUt. Without a true concert of one's on body space,
there is no standard by which to relate the distance, size and position of
objects relative to-one's self, or relative to each other. The contribution of
vision in spatial orientation is enormous, so it is essential to know if the
child has binocular vision, vision in all fields, convergence, a normal
nystagmus, the ability to track or eyefollow from one 'field to another (cross
the midline), and the ability to hold or fixate on a particular point.

Spatial problems may be a cause of clumsiness in a child who misjudges
the pbSition of objects, or the speed of an approaching ball, he may step off
into space from a table or step, have excessive fear or absence of fear of
heights. An accurate space concept is also necessary for the recognition of
the persistence of matter, despite a change in its position, lighting, or even
occlusion from sight. Tests involve those for vestibular postural reactions
including rightingrreactions with sight occluded, eye control, and note is
taken of any compensatory actions being used to build up input, e.g. verbalis-
ation or tapping.

6. :.cotor planning, or the ability to plan and carry out economic efficient
movement involves all that'has been preViously discussed p14, the high
level cortical functions. For a clear estimation of problems in this
area it is necessary to test non-habitual tasks as splinter skills and
response sets can be learned. The presence of gross motor and fine
motor apraxia is tested. (Motor apraxia is the _arability to perform a
.movement evert though its nature is understood and the physical ability,
to perform the movement is present.) ,

The necessary planning to do puzzles and manipulative tasks such as
writing, requires a very high level of integration and feed-back. The child
who is experiencing difficulty in motor planning may be unable to carry out a
,simple task, play "Simon Says" or 'he may go the long way round, or lose his way.
Another child may keep changing the hand he uses (sometimes using right hand on
right side, left hand on left side, a crossing-the-midline problem). Inability
to dress often indicates apraxia.

7. It is hardly.necessa4 for me to discuss the skills area as we can all
think of problems in the area of learning and teaching skills. '!otop

skills involve rhythm, timing, spacing, speed, accuracy and co-
ordination, andare the result of total efficient brain function. Once
a skill is learnt however, it may be performed at a subconscious level
such as the speed typing of an experienced and practised typist (a
skill,close to my thoughts now'as I try to think, look, direct, touch,
correct, and yet plan ahead, all at once with rather drastic results).
This automatic skill is NOT the same as the subconscious automatic
responses that we have been discussing, e.g. postural, and cannot
replace them.

Tests would include, for the older child, rapidly alternating forearm
movement, skilled balance,- rhythmical body movement and rapidly changing physical
tasks."
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A treatment plan would then logically follow the same seqUential develop-
mental pattern. However, because of areas of dysfunction within the neural
system, the child cannot take advantage of "normal" environmental experiences to

ild up basic concepts. Therefore he needs more than just "practice" in daily
basic activities, or "special" games, fol in fact, these may lead him into more
confusion.

The prone (tummy lying) position has special significance in postural
Inechanism development, and the integration of primitive.patternS. Before'
bipedal balance is attained, anti-gravity responses are necessary. "From the
phyletic standpoint it is reasonable to assume that most postural mechanisms
evolved when the normal non-resting position of the bpdy was prolge or quadra-
pedal, as opposed to supine" (Ayres, 1972). Many oethe primitivresponses are
pro-gravity, and in our experience many of the postural reactions.in prone are
often weak or absent in these children, even at the age of)5-6 years (Burns and
Watter, 1971,). Infant "prone" positioning doe'sfacilitate developmental progress.

All handling, positioning, techniques to increase awareness, OW motor
planning are.introduted as or during pleasurable meaningful activities.

1

Where there is hypersensitivity to an input, then careful grading of
that input is used and other forms of security are given during the stressful
situation. For example, withdrawal from and distress caused by tactile con-
tact on the hands would be treated by the use oaf a low sensitivity medium such
as water or self-touching at first: while during the activity much praise and
physical, and emotional support would be given.

The importance of general tactile and vestibular input for sensory inte-
gration has been discussed. The tactile may be given with towelling and
handling, etc,. Vestibular responses may be improved by swinging, bouncing and
in particular twirling (as. in a rope swing or hammock). Ayres-type scooter
boards can develop better prone reactions while at the same time influencing
the labyrinth. The child who spins.everything or himself when upset has been
found to show considerable positiVe response to spinning.

PrOprioception may be heightened by increased weight, by tapping, and
bouncing, with an improved postural stability resulting. Kinaesthetic stimul-,
ation seems to depend largely on,the muscle tone and the'musle spindle activity
(gamma nervous system).

The co-ordination of the eke movements and Visual responses may be
improved by eye follow

and
tracking. It is important that the swinging object

crosses the midline and that outer as well as inner fields are used during the
activity. Where there is poor visual integration it may be necessary for the
child to compensate by verbalisation about the situations, tactile localisation
through tapping or touching, or use other extra-sensory modalities. This
compensation which usually helps the. child clarify his situation may often be
wrongfully interpreted as hyperactivity, irrational nervousness or even naughti-
ness.
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During activities to improve spatial awareness it is important that.
varying angles, directions, and depths are introduced, but just as or even more
important. is the effect of different lighting, and different surroundings._ In
a room the child may gain many clues for orientation from the horizontal and.
vertical building lines, so a time spent outside could be profitable. Dark
corridors, and'open doorways in an otherwise blank wall, can'add to the child's
..difficulties with visual space.

Tasks involving position copying-, both with and without verbal
instruction, direction finding, pattern copying and problem solving activities,
may be used to improve motor planrfing. Ball kicking, hitting, and swinging
arms to alternate sides can all be used to "cross the midline".

Skills aiming for spepd, rhythm, agility, balance and co-ordination may
be improved in most sports and dancing, also jumping a moving rope and trampol-
ining. Fine motor hand skills are of particular importance for the school child.
The innumerable activities found in every pre-school can be helpful in building
up these skirls.

Many "treatment" programmes involving motor tasks and ,activities for
children with specific learning 'difficulties, have been tried with varying
claimse success. Some programmes have bpen,thorotighly evaluated as to their
effectiveness, while others have undergone little or no investigation.

However there are three programmes that I would like to mention here,as
I feel they have some value.in their approach.

Dr. Jean Ayreg, in her book, Sensor? Integration nd 12.,arning Dieordors

(1972), directs activities and aspects of.treatment to sen ory integration,.
emphasising the tactile and vestibular input, postural re ctions, eye hand

co-ordination, balance and competent motor activity. Her experience has been
With 6-8 year old schoolchildren but -most activities are suitable for the
younger chiYd. /

di (LeGay Brereton and Sattler,1167) programme is a useful
extension of the more basic techniques'already desi!ribed\ This-programme has
been designed for pre-school and school entry Cerebral Palsy children, but is
very applicable for most 3-6 year olds, particulai-ly those who have difficulty
in profiting from their play and environmental situations. The developmental

4sequence of the programme can be followed by noting the six main levels for
achievemedt:-

1. Obtaining information from touching things.

2. Appreciation of body position.

3. Appreciation of distance and the order of things.

4. Planning the movement appropriate,to the situation.x.

5. Obtaining informatImn from visual stimuli..

6. Selecting objects fo.; attention.
1.

j
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A third programme is one aimed to help build up the spatial awareness
of the visually handicapped child (Cratty, 1971). Cratty and his colleagues
have developed several remedial programmes based on developmental task sequences
with physical-activities closely linked with cognitive functions. One such
programme is set out in the 400k Developmental Sequences of Perceptual !lotor

(Cratty, 1967).

Sev::e-2

Over the past decades "MIDI:-Pal Cerebral Dysfunction" has received much
attention, especially in relation to the learning and performance abilities of
school children.

Quite early, t importance of motor development was recognised as the
a s on which concept for learning were built. More recent.,.y this motor

de elopment has been analysed in greater retail and in a wider context, so that
the significance of various phases gained importance,.particularly the quality
of primitive and automatic responses.

AlthOugh little mention has been made in this paper of the difficulties
associated with audition and communication through language, the extreme
importance of assessment and treatment in this area is acknOwledged.

.

In the detailed developmental neurological assessment all aspects shoUld
be fully assessed and the programme of management planned by those experienced
in this field. Particularly in the case of young children, I feel that the
parents are the most important "educators ", so it is essential that they under-
stand the underlying problem and the specific aims of each part of;the programme.

From experience gained in assessment and treatment of children of all
ages, we have found that basic reflex, postural and motor eactions can be
analysed in detail, giving a reasonably. clear idea of the basic areas of deficit,
and that a logical programme of management can be carried out. The success of
this programme has only received subjective evaluation as yet, in the specific
'gains of each particular child. Ideally, treatment and home management is begun
as soon as developmental delay is evident and for the best results this is
between 1 and 36 months.

In this paper. I have endeavoured to identify the problem, give the back-
ground for a developmental approach, then outline the process of assessment and,
treatment as a Physiotherapist.
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CHAPTER 9 -

QUEENSLAND PROVISION FOR CHILDREN WITH LEARNING DISABILITIES:
PERFORMANCE AND PROMISE

G.F. Berkeley
(Director, Special Education Services, Queensland Education Department)

For many decades teachers have been confused by those children who, on
the face of things, are too bright to to mentally retarded and too much in touch
with t;,e realities of life to be deemed emotionally disturbed, and yet fail to
make progress in the basic school subjects. The standard lock-step programs of
selools in the past have only exacerbated the problems of such children.. With
the current emphasis in:the schools on individualizing instruction many child-
ren have-ikeen salvaged. But there are still some who fail to respond to
programs in the regular schools.

Readers in'the field of learning disabilities may well be daunted by the
bewildering array of terminology used by the many,"experts" in various parts of
the world to describe these children. Since the pioneer work of Strauss and his
colleagues beginning with the publication of Strauss and Lehtinen's "Psychopath-
ology and Education of the Brain Injured Child" in 1947, there has been a long
list of publications, papers and propositions. The child with learning disabil-.
ittes has become the subject of numerous conferences, seminars and conventions.

Special educators in the Queensland State Department of Education have
considered the usual array of descriptive labels. These have included terms
such as psychoneurological, neurodevelopmental, dyslexia, aphasia, dysgraphia,
Minimal brain dysfunction, specific learning difficulties, educational'handicap,
perceptual handicap and learning disability. We have decided to use the ter
le'aTning disability to describe the condition. 'This is a simple term Under

-which can be'subsumed the range of disorders from which child:en in this category
may suffer..

In-searching for an adequate definitionof learning disability, wq were
gLded by investigations conducted in the U.S.A. There, various conferences and
task forces have, in the past decade, attempted some clarificati-n of the natute
of the problem by formulating definition. Of these, the most succinct ana
serviceable definition appear's to be that provided by-a National Advisory
Committee to the U.S. Office-of Education in 1968.

"Children with special learning disabilities exhibit a disorder in one
or more of the basic psychological processes involved in undetstanding or in'..

-using spoken or written language. These may. be manifested in disorders of
listening,'thinking, talking, reading, writing, spelling and arithmetic. They
include conditions which have been referred to as perceptual handicaps, brain-
injury, min\:imal-braill dysfunction, dyslexia, deVelopmental aphasia, etc. They
do not include learnii% ;.:cblems which are .due primarily tc visual hearing or

motor handicaps, or to mental retardation."
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Once the nature of the-problem has been defined, the educatibnal
administrator is faced with the problem of planning appropriate provision for
a particular handicap. One of the difficulties in planning services for
learning disabled children has been caused hy the very nature of the disabilities
from which children suffer. These disabilities range along a continuum of
severity. In fact, it could be said that the bulk of our school population
suffers from learning disabilities of one sort or another.. What the
educational planner needs to know is the approximate pertentage of school age
children whose learning disabilities are such that they make at'best minimal
progress in the regular classroom, particularly in that most important skill
area - reading. Where the regular schools are successfully, catering for
individual differenees, the incidence of Severe learning disability may be
equated with what could be called the "h'rd core" incidence. Where schools are
notindividualizing instruction, those children with moderate or even mild
learning disabilitie_ may join, the hard core as the hardened core.

All over the world there has been a wave of emotionalism and unclear
thinking in this relatively new area of special education. Incidence figures
range from 1% to ;40% depending on the definitions used and the predilections of
the people concerned. One authority refers to incidence figures as %Jess-
timates''. Myklebust is reported as saying, "Tell ma how many you want to find
and I'll writa'you a definition that will find that many."

. The Guidance and Special Education Branch of the Queensland Department
of Education has conducted surveys in provincial cities to select children for
remedial teaching. These were not comprehensive surveys in that the children
comprised only those referred by teacher. Guidance Officers individually
examined children referred and then decided in the light of all available
inf-',-mation whether the children required specialist attention or not. Those
sele,,ed for treatment, undoubtedly included the hardened core, the hard core,
and those who were culturally and socially deprived. In all cases, the
incidence was approximately four per cent. However, it must be remembered that
these survev:-: could well have excluded some children in need, as the number of
referrals would have reached 10% of the school population. Funthermorp, some
of the children selected for ,treatment were not necessarily learning Osabled
but rather retarded in schoolwork as a result of poor teaching frequent
changes of school or some other reason-or complex of reasons.

Experiencedcsenior officers of the Guidance and Special Education Branch
who have been involved in both selection and treatment are of the opinion that
the hard core of learning disabled children constitutes roughly 2 to 3% Of the
school population. Freliminary evidence f-ro4 our grade 4 survey of the incidence
of reading disability suggests that this is a realts.ic figure.

In 1972, the Department of Education commenced an extensive survey of
,--reading performance at' t,le Grade 4 level. The major aims of the survey were:

(a) to investigate the incidence of reacting difficulties in a normal school
population;

c.
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(b) to identify the nature and pattern of these difficulties; and

(c) to indicate the size and type of the provision required to oatnr for
the problem.

It is also hoped that the results of the survey might suggest ways of identifying
children with reading difficulties as soon; as possible, and provisions for
preventing these difficulties frorm'developing.

A battery of reading and generalability tests were administered to a
sample of some 3800 grade 4 children in April 1972. (This represented approx-
imately 10% of the grade 4 population in State Primary Schools). Fo'lowing an
ahalysis of the results of this survey testing, two groups were identified for
more intensive investigation. The first group represented "superior" readers,
the second "retarded" readers. Reading superiority and retardation were defined
in such a way that the effects of poor general ability were excluded.

..ach grout) comprised some 50 children, who were matched with their
counterparts in the other group on such variables as age, sex general ability
and reading attitude. In the third term last year, these children were given a
series of individual intelligence and reading tests, the purpose being to
identify with. some precision the components of good and poor reading perform-
ance. The analysis of the results of this second stage testing is almost
complete. However, it has been necessary to test an additional group of "poor"
readers in an effort to determine more clearly the extent of retardation.

,

Analysis of these results is still proceeding. A full report of the study is
now being prepared, and I would hope that it will increase Our data base for
-mote informed decision making on future provision for reading disabled children.

There is no doubt that the majority of -learning disabled children can
he adequately educated in the ordinary classroom. There-is po other single
trend in education at the present. time that worries me ;pore than the tendency
of some teachers to abrogate their true 'responsibility by the claim that all
problems encountered in the learning 'process must be passed for solution to
the specialist. Worry enough that art, music anJ physical education are
increasingly being seen as the preserve of the specialist - much more worry
that, when a child is not achieving at least the suppospd mean level for reading,
often after exposure to only one method or approach to learning to read, the cry
goes out for the specialist.

We espouse the doctcines of individual differences and the individual-
ising of instruction -.and yeL see inFurmountable classroom pi-oblems in the wide
spread of achievement that must inevitably occur in any group.

Where teachers are equipped to recognize the danger signals, particular-
ly in the early grades; classroom programmes can ensure some progress for most
children. If these programmes are sufficiently flexible to meet the educational

,needs of the individual, if teachers are prepared to provide a wealth of learning
experiences, and if they can, accept and plan for a wide range of achievement in
any age group. many of the frustrations experienced by teacher and pupil alike
should disappear. If the teacher has imaginatively and conscientiously tried to
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help a disabled learner with little success, then it is 'probably time for the
specialist, either in the full time or the sessional class to take over.

Thegrossly-disabled learner is best catered for in a special, full time.
class= where day by day tuition affords opportunities for intensive prescriptive

, teaching, over-learning, and emotional rehabilitation. As a general principle,
the earlier identification and treatment can be instituted the better are the
outcomes. Nevertheless, some remarkable successes have been achieved by
placing the older child of ten or eleven years in a full-time class for a year
or two.

Children with a moderate degree of handicap frequently achieve good
results through sessional work. The danger here is that the benefits some-
times become encapsulated in the remedial setting. They may not transfer to
the child's functioning in the regular classroom and may not Continue once the
child has been discharged from specialist attention. An attempt is made to
avoid this situation by regular visits of the remedial teacher to the child's
class teacher and by trying to involve the class teacher intimately in the
planned remedial programme.

CUPPek:t PPOZ):.0?...-2;?

The first provision for learning disabled children in Queensland was
made in 1959 with the appointment of a remedial teacher to two remedial centres
in the Wynnum area. Since then, others have been trained, some at the Schonell
Centre, some at the Guidance and Special Education Branch and, some at Mount
Gravatt Teachers' College, and the staff has grown to a total of,45. Twenty-
five of these work in the metropolitan area and twenty in provincial towns.
Children are treated at remedial centres on a sessional basis, usually attend-
ing two ninety minute sessions per week. Every effort is made/to keep class
teachers apprised of the nature of the child's disabilities, the special
programmes being undertaken; and the ways in which these programmes can be
backed-up by classroom teachers.

In 1968, the first full-time class for children with learning disabilit-
ies commenced at Kelvin Grove Aate School. Other classes 'have been` established

at Greenslopes, Southport, Taringa and 'edron. In the main, these classes,
each consisting of six chifdren:'are intended to xehabicrtate the young
disabled learner, preferably the five to seven year old, .so that he can take
his place in the regular classt='Dom. The classes' are attached to primary school's
to permit integration with. primary school activities, both intra- and extra-

mural. Not every temedial teacher is equipped to take charge of one of these
classes. What is needed is an experienced practitioner with the ability to act
as program planner with ability to translate information from psychiatrists,

psychologists, speech therapists and others into realistic
learning strategies.

The teacher must also be'prepared to actas a counsellor, to support
parents through their anxious moment.' She Must also be able to judge when her
pupils are ready for integration with the regular school... Teachers of this

calibre are rare people and' this :is.rone of the reasons for the small number of

time learning diffieultv.classes at present.
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Remedial Centres and Learning Disability Classes have up till now been
established wherever spare classrooms in primary schools are available. They
have been provided with special furniture and in some cases carrels to facilitate
learning. Materials and equipment'are now being issued much more libetally than
in the past. A variety of teaching aids and resource materials are being fed,
into the centres. Specially designed rooms to serve as Remedial Centres are
now being planned. These will allOw for individual and group pupil activity,
wet activities, teacher preparation of material and adequate.storage and 'power
facilities.

Classroom teachers are h.ecoming increasingly aware of -,the nature of the
problems experienced by the learning disabled child. This has been brought
abobt by attendance at Departmental seminars, by the guidance officer in hid
consultative role,by pre-service courses a, Teachers Colleges. Guidance
Officers, in particular, prefer to utilize the resources of the regular school
where these are receptive to suggestion and advice rather than schedule the
child for specialist attention. Deputy-Principals, Senior Mistresses and
Infant Mistresses will be devoting a considerable-proportion of their time to
devising programs for 'the amelioration of learning disabilities. As prevent-
iveive teaching in schools becomes more efficient, the specialist teachers will
find that their clientele will probably consist more of grossly difficult cases.

The case load may well be reduced but the teaching tasks will become
more formidable. More support services to the teacher of the learning disabled
mill be required. No one denies that the interdisciplinary approach is.highly
desirable. The psychiatr.ist-, the neurologist, the guidance officer, the
teacher, the occupational therapist, the speech therapist, the social worker
and the p'arents are all part of the treatment teaA. Lines of communication .

amongst .these people must he kept open and not only in the form of written
Lommunication. Assessment committees should be established and these committees
should meet' regularly to ensure 'that Treatment - medical, para-medical,
educational and-para-educationhl is tailored to'the needs of the individual,

One of the difficulties which must be faced in the future is that of
providing services for the remote areas of our vast State. In towns such ,as

Longreach, Goond:windi or Winton the school population is such-that the number
of disabled learners requiring specialist attention would be insufficient to
keep a teacher fully occupied. The solution would seem to -lie in the appoint-

ment of a resource teacher. This teacher would be a generalist in special
education. She would be concerned with the learning disabled, the mildly
mentally handicapped, the dull,. the child with adjustment problems'- in fact
with any child who is failing abjectly in schoolwork. Small schools in remote
areas would probably best be served by itinerant advisory teachers, well versed
and trained in oe techniques of prescriptive teaching. They would devise
programmes for individual children, evaluate the effeCtiveness of these period-
ically, and he a means of bringing to remote areas the most recent advances in
method? and ;;.1terials.
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As.our knowledge of learning disabilities experienced by children
.licreoses so does the need for more training for teachers working in this area.
There- is little doubt that the next ten years will see greatly expanded
Opportunities for teachers wishing to gain additional qualifications to teach
the learning disabled. The Interim Committee of the Schools Commission is
expected to make significant recommendations in this particular area as well as
in the general provision for disadvantaged children of all kinds. We could well
be on the thresho\id ofa new era for the learning disabled.

\-1


